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Typical Esterline -Angus curve showing exceptionally high output
formity of plasticbase Audiotape. Test made at 1000 cycles, 15"
second, for 2500foot roll. During the past 60 days Audio Devices
produced and sold over 9,000 miles of plastic -hase Audiotape all
output curves similar to this

-

UNIFORMITY PLUS
that's what you get in every reel of

aucliotape*
Unequalled uniformity of output volume is one of the outstanding advantages of Audiotape. This is especially
important in professional work where
shows are edited and assembled on
tape. For even slight variations in output can become very objectionable
when splicing brings high and low volume sections together.
Every 2500-foot reel of plastic -base
Audiotape is guaranteed to have a volume deviation, at 1000 cps, of not more
than ± 1/4 db within the entire length
and not more than ± 1/2 db from
reel to reel. And these are outside limits, not averages. What's more, every
2500 -foot reel is guaranteed to be en-

tirely free from splices!
This extremely high uniformity is
made possible by Audio's specially designed coating machines, which permit
control of coating thickness to within
five millionths of an inch. During the
past 60 days, these machines have
turned out more than 9,000 miles of
plastic-base tape -with a volume deviation of not more than ± 1/2 db!
Remember-when you use Audiotape,
you can be sure of the results every
time. For every foot of Audiotape is
monitored for output, distortion and
uniformity your assurance of the
finest, professional quality recording
tape obtainable.
Trade Mark

-

-

AUDIO DEVICES, INC.
444 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK 22, N.
Export Dept.: ROCKE INTERNATIONAL,

13

Y.

East 10th St., New York 16, N.Y.

uniper
has

with

STRAIGHT -LINE SLITTING that
makes tape track and wind absolutely
flat.

FREEDOM FROM CURL that permits tape to maintain perfect contact
with heads.

SMOOTH UNWINDING with no
tendency to stick layer -to- layer.

NO FRICTION SQUEAL. Smooth
surface rides quietly over pressure
blocks and tensioning devices.
LOW COST. 2500 -foot roll on NAB
hub has list price of $10- subject to
Audio's usual discounts to professional
users.
IMPROVED PACKAGING. 2500
and 5000 foot rolls of Audiotape, on
hub or complete reel, are boxed in
special containers for easier and safer
handling and storage. Folding inner
section permits loading onto turntable
without danger of spilling tape -also
permits easy attachment of reel flanges
on hub.

TEST

IT- COMPARE

IT

We will be glad to send you a free

200 -foot sample reel of either plastic -

base or paper -base Audiotape. It will
speak for itself.

SETS A NEW PERFORMANCE

V olta9

e accurate

Distortion less

STANDARD!

db
within 0.2

than
a -f

Voltage

Continuously variablecps to 20 kc
range 2 0
frequency
frequency
stability of

H9

-hp-

For the first time all the features
listed above are combined in one precision instrument, to give you signals
of utmost purity and accuracy for high
fidelity measuring work.
In addition, -hp- Model 206A Generator includes low- temperature
coefficient frequency determining ele-

206A

quality audio circuits, the -hp- 206A
is ideal for FM transmitter maintenance, studio amplifier and console
testing, a source for bridge measurements, a -f voltage or transmission
measurements; and for other applications requiring a very low distortion
signal of known amplitude.

Audio Signal Generator

SPECIFICATIONS
FREQUENCY RANGE: 20 cps to 20 kc, 3 bonds.

CALIBRATION: Direct in cps on lowest bond.
STABILITY: Better than 2%. Low temperature

coefficient frequency network.

+15 dbm into 50, 150, 600 ohms.
Approx. 10 v into open circuit.

OUTPUT:

RESISTANCE TUNED

OSCILLATOR

TUNED
AMPLIFIER

VACUUM TUBE
VOLTMETER

MATCHING

ATTENUATOR

TRANSFORMER

`I

Figure

1

II

db, 0.1 db

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: 50, 150, 600 ohms balanced. 600 ohms single ended. Matched

internal impedances.

-°"

OOO-SINGLE DIAL CONTROL

600

FREQUENCY RESPONSE: Within 0.2 db, 30
cps to 15 kc, beyond meter, at all levels.

600(1

steps

DISTORTION: Less than 0.1% above 50 cps.
Less than 0.25% below 50 cps.

- Circuit Structure of -hp- 206A Generator

HUM LEVEL: 70 db below output signal, or 100
db below zero level.

ments for high stability and unvarying
accuracy over long periods of time.
A precision attenuator varies output
signal level in 0.1 decibel steps
throughout 111 decibels.
Resistance -tuned Oscillator
The resistance -tuned oscillator is
followed by an automatically tracked
amplifier whose high selectivity reduces oscillator harmonics. Following
the 111 db attenuator is a transformer
which can be matched to loads of 50,
150 and 600 ohms. A 600 ohm single ended output is also provided (Fig. 1).
Specially designed for testing high
AUDIO ENGINEERING

Full details available on request

HEWLETT - PACKARD CO.
1640L Page

Mill Road, Palo Alto, California

OUTPUT METER: Reads in dbm or volts.

ATTENUATORS: 111 db in 0.1 db steps. Accuracy approximately 0.1 db.

Expert Agents: Frazer & Hansen, Ltd.
San Francisco, Calif., U. S. A.

301 Clay Street
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LETTERS
Tracking

vs.

Tracing

Sir:

-"

--

I

In the article on pickup tracking in the
May issue, I used the word "tracking" to
designate the mechanical contact or "fit"
between the stylus and the groove. Some
consideration was given to the selection of
this term as "tracing," as suggested by
Mr. E. F. Good (LETTERS, .2E, July 1950),
is not preferred because of the close association of "tracing" with the term "tracing
distortion." As we know, due to the excellent work of Lewis and Hunt as well as
others, tracing distortion can occur even
though good mechanical contact is maintained between the stylus and the record
groove, and my choice of "tracking" was
greatly influenced by such considerations.
"Tracking error" instead of "tracking" is
the term used to designate the angle between
the vibration axis of the pickup and a
plane containing the tangent to the unmodulated groove. This has been a tentative
ASA (American Standards Association)
definition for several years and, I believe,
is well on its way towards becoming an accepted and generally used standard.
H. E. Roys,
Sound Engineering Section,
RCA Victor Division,
Camden, N. J.

Radio Engineers Use More Magnetorders Than
All Other Professional Tape Recorders Combined
GREATEST FLEXIBILITY

PT6

-

SERIES
most widely used

delayed studio or network broadcasts, you
can mount a Magnecorder in a rack or conFor remotes, slip it into its
sole cabinet.
really portable cases.
You can add to your Magnecord equipment
combine and carry Magneas you need it
corders to suit every purpose.
For

Sir:
pro

fessional tape recorder
in the world.

-

HIGH FIDELITY, LOW COST

PT63 SERIES

No other recorder offers you such high fidelity
at such a low price. Users are enthusiastic

about the amercing tone quality and low disd fretortion of Magnerordings. Mag
Har2 db
quency response: 50 -15 kc
monic distortion less than 2 %. Meats N.A.R.
standards.

-

3 heads to erase.
record. and mon tor
from the tape.

MORE FEATURES
Magnecord leads the field! Your Magnecorder
now con have 3 heads (separate erase, record, and playback) to permit monitoring from
tape. Three speeds 115 ", 7'/t" and 334'
up to an hour on a 7" reell available on
both PT6 and PT63 equipment. Dual trot:
heads also available if desired.

-

-

PT7 SERIES
A complete console for
only $950.00. Outstanding .features and
flexibility. Models for
portable or rock mount
also available.

Write for NEW CATALOG
MAGNECORD, inc., Dept. A9
360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, Ill.
Send me latest catalog of Magnecord equipment

Name

I,

N

C.

ILLINOIS

-

Address

2

CHICAGO

I

Professional Tape Recorders for
every purse!
every purpose

Company

City

41,e-eatr./
360 N. MICHIGAN AVENUE

Zone

State

TV Lighting

One of the most encouraging things about
television is that once in a while we see
an adult face on the TV screen which is
lighted according to standards which are
acceptable either in still photography or in
motion pictures. If such a rarity can be
achieved once, it can be duplicated and
finally become the rule rather than the exception. It is unfortunate that the majority
of TV portraits of adults are not lighted
satisfactorily but are lighted in the manner
commonly used for babies and young children.
I hope Mr. Rackey's article in the July
issue is the beginning of better lighting
for TV portraits, The key to the present
difficulty seems to be Mr. Rackey's Rule
III which states "The lighting should not
be toppy, Le. directed from too high an
overhead angle." If the TV studios will go
easy on this rule for a while and begin to
raise their key lights in order to produce
at least a small nose shadow, we will begin
to receive better TV portraits. Anyone who
will take the trouble to watch long enough
will eventually find a face on TV which is
lighted in this manner and, I am sure, be
convinced that TV can begin to approach
good portrait photography.

Congratulations to Harvey Radio Co. on its new
sound demonstration room . Hear Magnetorders
now on display!
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Philip L. Bruce,
4753 Faculty Ave.,
Long Beach 8, Calif.
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New, compact three -head assembly for Magnecord professional tape recorders.
Erase head is at the left, recording head at center, and the playback head
which may be used for simultaneous monitoring of tape output while recording-is at the right. Record and playback heads are triple
shielded to eliminate crosstalk and hum, and can be aligned or
replaced individually. This new assembly is standard on
both PT63 and PT7 equipments, or may be obtained
as a conversion kit for PT6 recorders now
in the field.

(UUe registered U. S. Pat. 0R.) is published monthly at 10 McGovern Ave., Lancaster, Pa.,
D. S. Potts. President; Henry A. Schober, Vitt -President. Executive and Editorial Mee! 342
Madison Avenue. New York 17. N. Y. Subscription rates- United States, U. S. Possessions and Canada. $3.00 for 1
for
2
years;
elsewhere
$4.00 per year. Single copie 35c. Printed In U. S. A. All rights reserved. Entire
year, $5.00
contents copyright 1950 by Radio Magazines, Inc. Entered as Second Class Matter February 9, 1950 at the Post
Orrice, Lancaster, Pa. under the Act of Starch 3, 1S79.
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WHAT IT DOES:
Applies thermoplastic principles
to disk recording; eliminates
mechanical loading of the cutter by the disk material.
RESULTS:
Reduces basic surface noise at
least 20 db.
Minimizes frequency discrimination at innermost diameters
Eliminates most difficulties due
to production differences in blank
disks.

Recordings made with the Fairchild Thermo -Stylus Kit retain
the esthetic listening appeal of
original sound.
WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED DETAILS
SPECIFY YOUR CUTTERHEAD

RECORDING EQUIPMENT
CORPORATION
154TH STREET AND 7TH AVENUE
WHITESTONE, N. Y
rx.ila

3

AUDIO PATENTS
RICHARD H. DORF`
putting out good recordings is still before us in a degree
not much diminished during the last few
years. The tape industry is fairly new -yet
it is generally conceded that the best tape recorded material can sound better than
ditto on a disc. Nevertheless, the disc is still
the most convenient way of distributing recorded music, both technically and economically, so the fight for better discs goes on.
THE PROBLEM of

Audio and Television Consultant, New
York.

One of many approaches to better sound
on discs is contributed by W. V. B. Roberts
in his Patent No. 2,488,936, assigned to
RCA. The scheme is to use FM for both
recording and reproducing, not only to contribute all the noise-suppressing advantages
of FM, but also to overcome one of the
basic hurdles in any device dealing with

audio-the tremendous frequency range that
must be handled. Tremendous, that is, in
terms of the ratio between upper and lower
limits, which is what counts.

The central idea of the scheme is quite
simple. Under present conditions, an ideal
recording device-in this case cutter, stylus,
and record lacquer -must respond to frequencies between, say, 30 and 15,000 cps, a
range of 50Q to 1. If that could be reduced
to even 4 to 1, all the equipment concerned
could operate at much higher efficiency and
retain its characteristics over that band
much more uniformly.
Mr. Roberts first proceeds to design a
record cutting system for operation at and
around 50 kc. Provided the system does not
have to cover a very great range, that is
entirely feasible using, perhaps, a crystal
cutter driving a very light cutting or embossing point. Various physical arrangements are possible-embossing on a pre grooved disc, or cutting a hill -and -dale
RECORD
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This averaged laboratory re ponse
curve of the Permoflux 8T8- t proves
that it compares with the finest speakers
regardless of size or price.

nC

ROYAL EIGHT"
with the

It's Your "Springboard" to Extra
Sales with Customers who want
12'' performance but don't
want to pay a 40% higher price.

NEW ROYAL BLUE
CONE

From the resonant boom of jungle drums to the light warble of the
flute, this new 8" speaker reproduces sound with superior sensitivity
and fidelity. The tonal qualities of this magnificent speaker can only
add to the excellence of any audio equipment.

Special processing provides extra- strong cone; allows cone to be soft suspended from basket and held at coil -end by extra -large spider.
Permits more faithful reproduction at lower frequencies. Deeper, curvilinear cone greatly extends high- frequency response.
Permoflux Royal Eight" (Model 818 -1) is ruggedly - built, and simple
to install. Provides big speaker performance in a small frame -uses
smaller, more economical baffle. List Price $ 15.00.

Send for Catalog No. 1201

-Dept.
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Figure 1
groove (which would allow a 12 -inch disc
to play for 15 minutes at 500 lines in the
outer 3-inches of the record), and so on.
His electrical system blocks out, as shown
in the diagram of Fig. 1, a setup similar in
essence to an FM transmitter. The sound
source drives an a.f. amplifier (in which
pre- emphasis may be incorporated), a frequency- modulated oscillator, and an r.f.
amplifier, whose output drives the cutter.
If the mean frequency of the oscillator were
50 kc, amplitude maxima could be set to
cause it to swing from, say, 20 to 80 kc,
which would give a total frequency range
for the system of only 4 to 1 -and it could
be less. The system would not be frequency sensitive for a.f. at all, since nothing would
affect the rapidity with which the carrier
frequency could be varied.
The playback system would consist of
suitable 50 -kc (or perhaps video -type)
amplifiers and an appropriate FM demodulator, plus the usual audio amplifier. Variations in recorded or tracked amplitude could
be washed out by conventional limiters,
which means that table rumble, surface
noise, and those other common bugaboos
would disappear.
The application for this patent was filed
in 1940, though it was granted only lately.
It may be that some technical flaw was
found that prohibited commercial development of the system, but it is also likely that
other commitments of the assignee may
have stood in the way. If the latter is the
case, further work along these lines may
well be profitable in terms of the better
sound for which we are all seeking.

AUDIO ENGINEERING
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EDITOR'S REPORT
LOUDSPEAKERS

through a number of catalogs and
other literature available from manufacturers and
distributors, we were struck by one omission
which seems important if the ultimate in sound reproduction is to be attained. Most good quality loudspeakers
are shown without any specific cabinet, whereas even
the newest beginner in this field knows that the performance of a speaker is critically dependent upon the
type of cabinet in which it is enclosed.
In some cases, the speaker manufacturer will suggest
that a given model should be mounted in a cabinet of
certain specific dimensions, either with or without a
port, depending upon the speaker design. But beyond
this, few manufacturers specify the exact size and shape
of the optimum cabinet, nor do they specify the proper
size, shape, and location of the port, nor the proper
thickness of the wood to be used in constructing the enclosure.
While it is undoubtedly true that the space available
to the user may be limited, nevertheless we feel that a
few comparisons can be made. When a person buys an
electric refrigerator, he takes it in the sizes that are
available and makes room for it in his home. The same
conditions obtain with pianos, which are made in several
styles, each having the best possible tone for its size.
But not so with loudspeakers -the user buys one which
is designed for use with an eight-cubic -foot, well-braced,
solid cabinet and then mounts it in a two- cubic -foot
box made of thin plywood. Then he complains that he
does not hear enough bass below 50 cps, or that it is
"boomy" on the low notes.
There is no good excuse for a user to complain about
the reproduction from a given speaker unless it is
housed as the manufacturer intended that it should be.
When the user cuts corners to make a small box, or to
mount a speaker in an open-backed radio cabinet, or to
mount it in shallow bookshelves with less than the required volume behind the baffle, he should expect no
more than he gets from the unit. On the other hand,
many manufacturers do not specify the correct housing
with sufficient accuracy to ensure satisfactory performance for each user. The cure might seem to be the use
of an unfinished baffle cabinet which could be placed
within a false housing made to match the surroundings
in which the unit would be operated.
Another consideration is that practically all reputable
speakers are good -some probably better than others
-but all are capable of reasonably good reproduction.
Let us then buy the best speaker that we can afford,
judging by comparative listening in suitable cabinets
WH I LE LOOKING

8

and surroundings, and house it in some fashion which
meets our requirements. Then let us adjust the frequency response of the power amplifier so that the
acoustic output from the speaker is satisfactory with a
"flat" signal fed to the amplifier. These adjustments
should be in the form of some semi-permanent equalization-not by means of the tone controls. This method
should ensure the best possible tone quality from a given
speaker and enclosure.

PHONOGRAPH SPEEDS
As this issue goes to press, we read an announcement
of a new phonograph speed -14 r.p.m. There is little
that we can say regarding this new device from a radio
set manufacturer. While it is doubtful if the new speed
will make any headway-particularly with the quality conscious listeners, it is just possible that it will, consumers being completely unpredictable. We also hear
rumors of a 50- r.p.m. speed, supposed to be in production somewhere. Try to visualize the complications required of an automatic record changer for "all five."
In another magazine we saw an article which we hope
was intended as comedy. The writer of this piece indicated that a new all -speed changer is about to make
its appearance, following the introduction of an all groove stylus which plays both microgroove and standard records with satisfactory fidelity and record wear.
The new speed was determined by averaging the present
three, arriving at 52.1 r.p.m.-not too far from the 45,
but changing pitch and tempo of the 78's and LP's considerably. The clue to the comedy approach began to be
sapphire
apparent in the second item mentioned
phonograph record played in an oil bath with a graphite

-a

stylus.

We wonder how many people read the first item and
rushed immediately to their nearest dealer in search of
a 52.1- r.p.m. turntable which was claimed to eliminate
all their troubles with three speeds.
If there is anything to the addition of more speeds
to the already- too-many three, most of us will have to
resort to sound -effects turntables-with continuously
variable speed control from 10 to 130 r.p.m. We still
favor the LP for long numbers, the 45 for short.

APOLOGY
We hate to do this, but "due to circumstances beyond our control" the story about the Jensen G -610
speaker is delayed until the October issue. From this
we learn that it is not always desirable to look too far
-like a month -into the future.
AUDIO ENGINEERING
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PICKERING PICKUP
FOR THE

LOUDSPEAKER
MODEL 1801

No other Pickup will reproduce
records with the fidelity of
they are
Pickering Cartridges
the most widely used by record manu-

ical ear. A low -cost high
quality loudspeaker with
smooth wide -range response
(within 5 db, 45 to 12000
cycles) and low distortion
the only loudspeaker
.

.

facturers, recording studios, broad-

acoustically adjustable

bass response . . . occupies
less floor space than any

other high quality loud-

-

than

...

casters and music enthusiasts who demand the effect of a live performance
from their records.
The nearest approach to a live performance is a recording played by a
system equipped with Pickering High

.

speaker
less
square foot.

QUALITY

FINEST AUDIO

LP

Designed to satisfy the mus-

with

CARTRIDGES

one

Fidelity Audio Components

.

.

.

Speaker, Cartridge, Arm, Preamplifier, Record Compensator, etc.
Pickering Cartridges Series 120 and 150 are for
Series 140 are for microstandard records
.
groove records
They track with phenomenally
low record wear and virtually eliminate harmonic
and intermodulation distortion as well as frequency
discrimination . . . all Pickering Cartridges available with either sapphire or diamond stylus.

...

PREAMPLIFIER
MODEL 130H
This

preamplifier

phonograph preamplifiers
it equalizes the bass response of records and
transcriptions and provides the necessary gain for high quality magnetic
its intermodulation and
.pickups
.
hb¡monic distortion is exceptionally low
biter than most professional
equipm
.

.

PICKUP ARM

represents the most

advanced design ever achieved hi
.

.

.

RECORD

COMPENSATOR
MODEL 132E

-

This compensotor, with 6

positions of equalization,
provides the flexibility required to properly equalize
for the different recording
characteristics used by various record manufacturers ...
it is o most important addition to record playing systems
using magnetic pickups.

MODEL 190

The only arm specifically designed for optimum perform-

ance on both microgroove and standard records.
Statically balanced to eliminate tendency to skip when

jarred.
Minimum vertical mass to track any record without
imposing extra vertical load on grooves.
Sensitive tracking force adjustment.
Magnetic arm rest.
Rugged frictionless bearings.
Plug -in cartridge holder.
self -contained levelling screws.
One -hole mounting
Cartridges used with this arm require 50% less vertical
tracking force than when used in conventional arms.

-

For the finest audio
Oceanside, N. Y.
AUDIO ENGINEERING
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quality specify Pickering Components

Pickering High Fidelity Components are available through leading jobbers
and distributors everywhere
detailed literature will be sent upon request.

...
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Mounting Bell's new microwave
lens in a horn-lens antenna.
Other blocks will complete the lens.

A

focus on better, low -cost telephone service

In the new microwave radio relay system between New York and Chicago, giant lenses
shape and aim the wave energy as a searchlight aims a light beam.
Reasoning from the action of molecules in
a glass lens which focuses light waves, Bell
Laboratories scientists focus a broad band
of microwaves by means of an array of metal
strips. To support the strips these scientists
embedded them in foam plastic which is
virtually transparent to microwaves. Rigid
and light in weight, the plastic is easily
mounted on relay towers.

This unique lens receives waves from a
wave guide at the back of the horn. As they
pass across the strips, the waves are bent inward, or focused to form a beam like a spotlight. A similar antenna at the next relay station receives the waves and directs them into a
wave guide for transmission to amplifiers.
This new lens will help to carry still more
television and telephone service over longer
distances by microwaves. It's another example of the Bell Telephone Laboratories
research which makes your telephone service
grow bigger in value while the cost stays low.

Labrut,,ra uunht
lens.

.4

r

ill

:

similar arrangement of

metal strips is concealed in the
foam plastic blocks in the large
picture.

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES
R'o

10

king continually to keep your telephone service big in value and low in cost.
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Recording and Fine -Groove
Technique
H.

E.

ROYS

A discussion of the factors involved in fine -groove recording at 45
3 r.p.m. for transcriptions and phonograph record masters.
and 33
1

p

ROFESSIONAL RECORDING

speeds of 331/3 and 78 r.p.m. is
now a well established business in
the broadcast field. Over the past twenty
years many advances have been made
in equipment design and in recording
technique, and recently broadcast stations are finding it desirable to make provisions for fine groove recording setups.
Fine -groove recording offers some advantages that should not be overlooked
by the broadcaster. For example, a
twelve -inch blank is good for 30 minutes
of recording -15 minutes to a side-and
the smaller blank means a substantial

SETUP No

Oq1E0E[1T{ S

ings (fine groove or standard) in broadcast and television services, recording
studios, advertising agencies, and educational institutions.
For fine- groove recording, no changes
are required in the recording layouts illustrated. The addition of fine groove
recording kit, MI- 11882, to the 73 -B
recorder and a change in cutting stylus
are the only modifications required. Recording; can be made at 45 r.p.m. if new
motor drive pulleys MI -11860 for 45
and 33 1/3 r.p.m. or MI -11861 for 45
and 78 r.p.m. are obtained.
Three different types of styli are available:

,.,..
.,,.[.

1

TO

VR. LOWS

complete line of recording equipment
accessories is available.
Either recording system fully meets
the requirements for high- quality record-

shown in Figs. 1 and 2 have been selected as practical "73 -B" recording circuits (for 45, 33 1/3 and 78 r.p.m.) which
will provide good day -to -day performance. Both are typical broadcast recording layouts-easy to setup -and are
made from standard -stock RCA recorder
components and accessories. In these
diagrams, each recording component is
represented by a block which includes
the stock identification or ordering number. Most of these items are described
and pictured in the RCA Broadcast
Equipment Catalog which may be used
for further reference. In addition, a

at standard
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Routine microgroove styli.
Master styli, which are made to the
customer's specification. The usual
specification is : 90 deg. included angle, 025 mil radius of the cutting tip,
burnishing facet 0.2 -0.5 mils.
Anti -Noise -Modulation styli with
multiple burnishing facets.
a. V- groove, 111 stylus, included angle 87 deg. and a sharp cutting
point, 3 burnishing facets each 0.1
mil.

b.

Fig. 1. Basic single -channel setup.
saving in both first cost and storage
space. Moreover, due to the potentialities
of the fine- groove system, an improvement in quality, as will be pointed out
2
SETUP
later in discussing intermodulation and
is
also
the innermost recording diameter,
possible. All of this can be accomplished
,1111711.
by using only standard recording equipment as illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2 with
very minor alterations. In addition to a
description of equipment, it is the purpose of this article to discuss recording
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VOL CONTROL

techniques. Groove shape, stylus fit, and
groove pitch are discussed, as are many
of the design features that are essential
whenever fine -groove recordings are
being made.
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Equipment

The simple, yet proved system setups
Engineering Products Department, RCA
Victor Division, Camden, N. J.
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Fig. 2. Simple and flexible two -channel setup.

1

The kit (Fig. 3) is designed to adapt
the RCA Type 73 -B Professional Recorder for recording more grooves per
inch than is normally possible. A speed reducing pulley and belt system replaces
the original belt coupling between the
turntable spindle and the cutter -head
drive mechanism. The new coupling reduces the speed of the cutting head
across the turntable by half without
changing the turntable speed, and thus
doubles the number of grooves per inch.
The design of the kit permits restoring
the recorder to its original cutting speed
conveniently and quickly.
The kit contains the following parts

lacquer is much softer than the vinyl
used for pressings. The loss in output
would be more noticeable at the higher
frequencies where the wavelengths are
shorter. Frequency test records that
have been calibrated for recorded level
are particularly useful for level checks,
and RCA has several of these available.'
Two banded frequency records- 12 -5 -25
for 331/3, and 12 -5 -31 for 45- r.p.m.
operations -are obtainable. The 331/3
record has a wide deep groove with a
bottom groove radius of less than 0.5 mil
so that it can be used for response measurements with pickups having tip radii
that range from 0.75 to 3.0 mils. Frequencies from 30 to 12.000 cps are coy-

:

1.

Fig. 3

One pulley assembly.

(left).

Parts supplied in Fine - groove

kit, MI- 11882, and

Fig. 4

great whenever the width of the facet becomes appreciable with respect to length
of the recorded wave.
RECORD CONSTANTS
Groove Dimensions

In (11'k recording, the width or depth of
the groove should be governed solely
by the dimensions of the playback tip
and not by modulation or the spacing between the grooves. It is the primary
function of the groove to provide a
means of establishing good firm mechanical contact with the playback stylus tip.
To do this a recording stylus having a
suitable tip shape must be selected and
the depth of cut properly adjusted when

(right), showing installation of kit

on standard re-

corder chassis.
2. One post assembly

ley assembly.

for mounting pul-

One double pulley.
One arm assembly for remounting the
belt-idler pulley originally in recorder.
5. Two rubber-filled cord belts.
6. Mounting hardware for above parts.
3.
4.

Recording Technique

The technique involved in fine -groove
recording is essentially the same as that
used in making standard NAB transcriptions. In order to minimize playback
distortion, commonly known as tracing
distortion, it is desirable to establish a
limit for the recording level. A peak recording level of about 14 cm/sec has
been assumed in this article since the
work on 45 r.p.m. records has indicated
this to be a reasonable and acceptable
level for fine -groove recording. The
value is believed to be in fair agreement
with the levels normally used for transcription recording. A common means of
adjudging the recording level is by comparing the output of the recorded lacquer
with that obtained from a fine -groove
pressing (either 45 or 33 1/3 r.p.m.
phonograph record). Some discrepancy
may occur in doing this however, due to
the greater yield of the lacquer under
the pressure of the stylus tip, since the
12

ered by this record. Record 12 -5-31 is
for fine -groove reproduction only, and
frequencies from 50 to 10,000 cps are
included.
Records 12-5 -39 for 78 r.p.m., and 125-37 for 45 r.p.m. are particularly useful for level checks since they contain
frequency bands recorded at different
levels. Both records were made for distortion testing2 and contain intermodulation frequencies of 400 to 4000 cps. The
78- r.p.m. record has peak levels ranging
from about 4.4 to 27 cm /sec, varying in
2 -db steps. The 45- r.p.m. record has
peak levels ranging from about 3.8 to
18 cm /sec, also varying in 2 -db steps.
High frequency tip -up, such as prescribed by NAB for a standard lateral
characteristic, can be used in the normal
manner when cutting fine- groove lacquers. However, in order to record the
high frequencies on the lacquer it is
essential that the width of the burnishing facet of the cutting stylus be small
(otherwise appreciable loss in recorded
level may occur). The loss becomes
These records can be obtained from Custom Record Sales, 120 E. 23 St., New York.
' H. E. Roys, "A method of determining the
tracking capabilities of a pickup," AUDIO
ENGINEERING, May, 1950.
I

recording. The depth should be such
that the contact with the groove side walls is well below the top, so that surface scratches and edge irregularities
are not reproduced as noise. An ideal
groove contour and stylus fit for a 1.0mil playback tip is illustrated in Fig. 5.
For lateral recordings, contact along the
bottom of the groove is not desirable as
pointed out by Andrews in his article on
the importance of groove fit ;3 hence it is
usual practice to use a cutting stylus
with a tip radius much smaller than that
used for reproduction. For normal
groove recording where a 2.5 or 3.0 mil
stylus is used for playback purposes, the
groove depth and width should be greater
so that the principle of maintaining contact below surfaces of the disk is still
retained.
Tracing Distortion and the
Innermost Diameter

When the outside diameter is fixed by
selection of the disk size, the starting
diameter is thus essentially fixed too.
The pitch, or number of grooves per
inch, for a particular playing time then
depends upon the innermost diameter. In

' D.

R. Andrews, "Importance of groove fit
in lateral recordings," AUDIO ENGINEERING,
July, 1949.
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to be representative of
normally encountered
recording. It can also

level is believed
the peak levels
in transcription
be observed in

i

CWTKT

Nr

Y

C..TK

..s

Fig. 5. Groove cross section and ideal

stylus fit for fine - groove recording.
determining the innermost diameter,
consideration should be given to reproduction. The reproducer or pickup uses
a rounded tip of a finite radius, and when
the recorded wavelengths became short
and comparable to the size of the playback tip, difficulty in tracing the path
of the recording stylus occurs. The resulting effect is known as tracing distortion, and it may reach serious proportions near the inside of the disk where
the wavelengths are short.
Tracing distortion has been studied
theoretically by Hunt and Pierce' and
also by Hunt and Lewis!' RCA has spent
considerable time and effort in studying
the problem ; good results in correlating
theory, practice, and measurements have
been obtained. Frequencies of 400 and
4000 cps when combined and used as an
intermodulation test signals r have been
found valuable for such studies. Some of
the results of the investigation are shown
in Fig. 6, and these can be used in determining the innermost diameter for
the 12 -inch fine- groove lacquer. Listening tests over a wide-range system
by trained observers have shown that
distortions exceeding 10 per cent inter modulation (based upon test frequencies of 400 and 4000 cps) are evident
so that the 10 -per cent value was selected as a design limit. It can be seen
from Fig. 6 that 10 per cent modulation is reached at 6.5 inches diameter
for 331/3 r.p.m. and 4.9 inches diameter for 45 r.p.m. when using a 1.0mil playback tip and a peak recording
level of 5.55 in. per second (approximately 14 cm/sec). This recording

Fig. 6 that existing
standards for 33 1/3 r.p.m. transcriptions and 78 r.p.m. recordings permits
distortions far exceeding 10 per cent
at the inner diameters. This type of distortion (known as tracing distortion)
is particularly noticeable at the inside
of some 78 r.p.m. recordings where
the recorded level is high. The 45r.p.m. system was designed so that
10 per cent intermodulation was not
exceeded even at the innermost recording diameter, and a diameter of
4.9 inches was selected for the last

(33 1/3) G= 15x331/3 =500

The usable playing radius, PR, available
is:
(45) PR =11.52

4.0

(33 1/3) PR-11.5-2

(45) n= 5=204
(33 1/3) n=

Number of Grooves per Inch

Having thus determined the value
exceed 10 per cent intermodulation

=2.5 inches

where 11.5 is the starting diameter and
4.5 and 6.5 are the finishing diameters
in inches.
The number, n, of grooves per inch will
therefore be :

music groove.

of the innermost recording diameter,
the number of grooves that does not

6.5

inches

2.5

=200

In order to allow a few blank grooves
at the beginning and end of the recording, this number should be increased to
208 for either 45 or 33 1/3 r.p.m.
The pitch, p would therefore be :

100
T.T.

TIP STYLUS VEL

IMd

ID33%3
1

\

É
1

)

I

45
78

4.44
4.44

1.11

40 4.44
7.04

1.11

2.3

1.11

1.76

3.0

ID

D

33%3 RPM
2.3 MIN

a
33'/3

RPM.S

Mil

78RPM
3 Mils

aá

2

4

6

8

10

P

400,

33Y3 1.0
331/3

/4000-.

In/sec
n

RPM SIZE

ID-78

I

12

14

16

RECORD DIAMETER IN INCHES

If we maintain the groove width as
shown in Fig. 5, the "land" (material
between the grooves) will be .0025
inches. For ease of adjustment in recording the depth of cut can then be
adjusted so that for a stylus that cuts a
groove having a 90 deg. included angle
the width of the groove will be equal to
that of the land.
A greater number of grooves per inch
can be used, and many fine -groove records are cut with as high as 275 to 300
grooves to the inch. When the playing
time is such that close spacing is unnecessary, it is advantageous to cut a
slightly wider and deeper groove so that
better contact is assured between groove
and reproducer tip.
RECORDER DESIGN FEATURES

Fig. 6. Per cent intermodulation for

different turntable speeds, playback

tip sizes, and recording diameters.
per inch can be calculated. These are
given for turntable speeds of both 45
and 331/3 r.p.m. The total number of
grooves, G, for 15 minutes will be:
(45) G= 15x45 =765

1.00
0048 inches
208 =

Cutter Bounce

There are several design features that
have been incorporated in the 73 -B recorder that make it particularly suited
for both normal and fine -groove recording. These features are the results of
[Continued on page 36]

A. Pierce and F. V. Hunt, "On distortion in sound reproduction from phonograph records," J. Acous. Soc. Am., July
` J.

° 3000M.
Input

1938.

W. D. Lewis and F. V. Hunt, "A Theory
of tracing distortion in sound reproduction
from phonograph records," J. Acous. Soc.
Am., January 1941.
H. E. Roys, "Analysis by the two-frequency intermodulation method of tracing
distortion encountered in phonograph reproduction," RCA Review, June 1949.
M. S. Corrington, "Tracing distortion in
phonograph records," RCA Review, June
I
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Fig. 7. Force
gauge used for
cutter bounce
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Imagery for Describing
Reproduced Sound

'

VINCENT SALMON
Concluding the description of the body of terms suggestive of the sensations experienced -classified, defined, and illustrated as much as possible to facilitate oral or written description.
Atrained auditor, using as guideposts
dominant ranges of music and speech,
can pick out and listen to the various
frequency regions named in Part 1. These
ranges may be described by terms indicating
their contribution to the overall intensity
or loudness, and tone quality.
The presence of extreme lows is shown
by the sensations experienced in the pit of
the stomach, as with strong pedal tones
from a pipe organ ; hence the term bellylows. These are usually confined to frequencies below 60 cps, and are reproduced
cleanly only on the best equipment. The
ordinary listener rarely hears them, even in
a juke box, where the harmonics are likely
to be more intense than the fundamental. It
may be remarked parenthetically, that all
that is required from a juke box is a

TABLE III
Imagery for Loudness of Various Ranges
Top Terms Loudest; Special Terms in Parentheses

Extreme
Lows

Belly -Lows Grunt

Boom
T

J,

rhythmic grunt.
Lest these terms give the impression that
audio engineers are especially odd, consider
this quotation from Wedgwood's "Dictionary of Organ Stops," called to the writer's
attention by Dr. W. T. Bartholomew. "The
process (of softening zinc by subjecting it
to heat) takes all the virtue out of the
metal, rendering it brittle and productive
of a hard, 'hungry' tone."
When the lows are slightly in excess of
normal the sound is tubby; increasing the

tained while the author was employed by the
Jensen Manufacturing Company, Chicago, Illinois,
and are published with their permission.

Stanford Research Institute, Stan ford,

California.
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Brassy,
metallic

Hard

Warm
soprano

s

I

Harsh

Lean

l
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FREQUENCY - CPS

Crisp

Extreme
Highs

Brittle
Soft

(Bite,
tinkly)

(Natural -

ness)

and it is here that the proper balance of
spectral energy provides the proper body.
More low middles increase the punch until
the program is solid, and has sock. In the
upper portion of this range also occur important fundamentals and harmonics of
music, as well as the lower formants of
speech. A deficiency in system response in
this range permits masking by louder components of frequency above this range, leading to a tinny or thin sound. A moderate
deficiency sounds lean, while a moderate
excess is mellow; flat- sounding is used
when slightly more intensity is added. A
fairly large excess may cause a system to
be condemned as dead, dull, or thick, while
an inordinate excess is muddy or drummy.
The region of the upper middles lies between the two critical frequency ranges of
speech and music and is hence frequently
used for locating the cross -over in a two way speaker system. This avoids troubles
which would occur if the cross -over effects
discussed earlier occurred in a critical region. It has been noted that with cross -over
in this range it is difficult to obtain a masculine baritone without losing some of the
warmth which makes sopranos bearable.
All this, of course, is phrased in terms of
sound reproduced on good quality systems,
and does not refer to the original sources.
In the lower highs, extending roughly
from 1500 to 4000 cps, are the frequencies
contributing a great deal to the loudness
of a complex tone. This range is usually

Fig. 4. Compromise most -probable -pressure spectrum of speech and music.
14

Highs

Shrill

Masculine Bright,
baritone brilliant

I

LOWS'

Lower
Highs

Punch;
Flat- sounding

Thin
Tinny
(Balance)

1

Upper
Middles

lows, as by resonant -circuit tone controls,
may cause transient excitation of a boom
of frequency near the resonance. An increase over a larger range, centered near
100 cps, adds to the grunt. Increase of the
lows must be used with caution, for it may
objectionably raise the level of hum and
rumble in the system. The latter is especially troublesome in light turntables used
for slow -speed records, and its removal is
a real challenge to the design engineer.
In the lower middles the contribution to
the overall energy is rising to a maximum,

Presented in part at the Thirty -third Meeting
of the Acoustical Society of America, May 8-10,
1947. Many of the data herein reported were ob-
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Dead, dull,
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impedance of 2000
ter are so spaced
Fig. 1. (A) CBS -A Video Line Pad. The unit mounts directly on the output terminals of the
or more,
that they "stradassociated video line amplifier by means of the male co -axial connectors at the right. Frequency
which represents
dle" two adjacent
elements L and C are readily accessible for adjustment. Voltage -calibrating element R, which
the plate circuit
output channels of
normally requires only initial adjustment in a given installation, can be reached by removing
impedance of a
the small cover plate over the access hole. (B) Interior of chassis of pad, showing arrangement
the amplifier. A
type 6AG7 power
of components.
pair of female
tube. In order to
video connecobtain the required 75 -ohm output imped- completely passive network (i.e., it con- tors on the pad chassis provides convenance, it has been common practice to tains no tubes or sources of energy) ient connection to the outgoing video line
parallel- connect two 6AG7 output stages which provides approximately 14 db and the monitor input circuits, respecand shunt a 75 -ohm resistor across the of isolation between a video line and an tively. Two frequency -compensation conoutput terminals of the amplifier. Thus, associated picture and waveform moni- trols are externally accessible on one side
the source impedance presented to the tor, yet which causes no appreciable re- of the chassis. A third control, which
outgoing video line is 75 -ohms, shunted duction of the gain, load- current capabil- provides amplitude calibration, is acby the relatively high plate-circuit im- ity or bandwidth of the video system in cessible by removal of a small cover
pedance of two parallel 6AG7 stages. which it is inserted. In one sense, it is plate. Two views of the pad are shown
Furthermore, because of the high- imped- a "lossless" device, an interesting ex- in Fig. 1.
ance nature of the 6AG7 circuits, the ample of "something for nothing." Acgain and useful -load- current capability tually, it will shortly be seen that no Theory of Operation
of the video amplifier is essentially the fundamental principles of network theory
A schematic diagram of the CBS 1 -A
same whether one 6AG7 is used, or have been violated ; the pad simply takes
Line Pad is given in Fig. 2. The
Video
whether two are connected in parallel expedient advantage of an inherent charblock diagram of Fig. 3 shows the conand shunted by a 75 -ohm resistor.
acteristic of most present -day video line nection of the pad to a distribution amamplifiers. The isolation provided by the plifier.
CBS -A Video Line Pad
pad is sufficient to reduce the usual magIn Fig. 3, P, and P, of the pad mate
All of the problems so far discussed nitude of line distortions to negligible or
with
1, and 1r, respectively, of the ampliare uniquely solved by the CBS 1 -A entirely usable values so that direct
Video Line Pad. The insertion of this monitoring of the outgoing signal to the fier, thus paralleling these channels. At
the lower range of video frequencies the
device between the output terminals of line is possible.
C, and C, of Fig. 2
an existing video line amplifier and the
Designed for direct connection to a effects of
input to a video line provides the requi- distribution amplifier of the type des- upon operation are negligible and the
site isolation and impedance- matching cribed above, the pad provides two co- circuit reduces to the simple resistance
without degradation of normal perform- axial output terminals, a "LINE" feed, combination of
Rs, R, and R,.
ance characteristics.
and a "MONITOR" feed, respectively. The
In a large video installation, a large LINE feed is designed to feed a video
L1
=3-50
=
ISO.OUT A
number of unity-gain distribution am- line of 75 ohms nominal impedance,
P1 C
plifiers are required, both for feeding while presenting a 75 -ohm source imC1
outgoing video lines and for general local pedance to the outgoing video line. The
Mole Coax
tt
it
120 ppt
Connector
distribution of video signals. Currently MONITOR feed is designed to feed a pict5X
cr
MON.
in greatest usage for these purposes at ture and waveform monitor on a high P2 c
ISO.OUT
B
the CBS New York Studios is a five - impedance basis. An externally- adjustFemok Coon
Connector
channel video distribution amplifier. able control is provided to compensate
J2
C2
Therefore, the video line pad was pri- for the shunt capacitance of the monitor
LINE
aomarily designed for use with this unit. input cabling and circuits. Controls are
400ppf
Except for mechanical design considera- also provided for bandwidth adjustment
tions, however, it will become evident and amplitude calibration.
aF 3SX ¡w
to the reader that the video line pad is
applicable to almost any video output Mechanical Design
Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of video line pad. P,
stage which has high- impedance (cónP, connect to the line amplifier output. J,
The CBS 1 -A Video Line Pad is as- and
supplies signal voltage to a high - impedance picstant- current) characteristics and the
sembled in an aluminum chassis which
ture and waveform monitor, while 12 feeds sigrequisite load current capability.
mounts on the associated distribution nals at standard level to the outgoing video line.
impedance of 75 ohms is presented to
Electrical Features
amplifier, self- supported by a pair of Athesource
outgoing line with an effective isolation of
The CBS 1 -A Video Line Pad is a male co -axial video connectors. The latapproximately 14 db between J, and J.

ohms

1

1

LC

RR

El
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75

A

J

AMPLIFIER

I

J1

2

A COAXIAL
CABLE TO
VIDEO SIGNAL
SOURCE
75

C J3

v

J2

CBS -IA VIDEO LINE PAO

I

ISO.OUT -A

J4

V®®V4

C

HIGH IMPEDANCE

I

J2

J1

ISO. OUT- B

J8

7511 COAXIAL
CABLE TO OUTGOING PROGRAM
CIRCUIT

LINE

V PI
C P2

J7

J

J6

Therefore, there is employed a series peaking circuit made up of the 6AG7
output circuit capacitance, in combination with L, and the C, -C, -C, network. The values of L and C are so
chosen that a flat response characteristic up to 7 me is maintained at the line
output jack Is. In addition, the capacitors
C, and C,, plus the input capacitance of the external monitor circuits,
form a capacitance voltage- divider
which complements the resistance branch
in such a way that the
R,, and
frequency- response characteristic at I,
is exactly the same as that at J, (assuming a 75 -ohm resistance termination at
It). To insure exact frequency compensation at
C, is made adjustable, and
of a range sufficient to correct for the
input capacitance of the monitor circuits
connected at I,.

PAD IS SELF -MOUNTING DIRECTLY ON
AND J7. NO INTERVENING CABLING
NECESSARY OR DESIRABLE

RCA TA-1A DISTRIBUTION (ISOLATION)

MOJ

C

J11

BRIDGING INPUT

IJIO

IJ13C

V

IJNV
JAC

V9

iJI:C

®V6

J12

V8

C J1S

®
®®

V10

7511 VIDEO CABLE
ANY DESIRED

LENGTH

/J. J16

r-

75 OHM

CJ19

TERM.NATION

C

AND
WAVEFORM
MONITOR

]

I

SHORT LENGTH OF RG -59U OR RG -62U CABLE TO ADJACENT
SECTION OF DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIER. TOTAL SHUNT CAPACITANCE
OF CABLE PLUS INPUT CAPACITANCE OF AMPLIFIER SHOULD NOT
EXCEED 1001.11.

Fig. 3. Installation details for video line pad when employed in conjunction with

a

widely used

type of distribution amplifier.

R in conjunction with the shunting ef-

fect of R4 and the plate- circuit impedance of the paralled 6AG7 triode stages,
V, and V4 of Fig. 3, provides the desired
net resistance of approximately 75 ohms
as seen looking into the pad from the
line feed -point I,.
The series resistance of the voltage -divider network
R2, and R,, is so high
with respect to that of the load circuit
that less than 1 per cent of the 6AG7 output signal current flows through this
branch. Furthermore, the current flowing
in an extenal 75 -ohm load connected to
I, is only slightly reduced by the presence of the series resistor R4, due to the
relatively-high source impedance (1000
ohms, approximately) of the 6AG7 plate
circuits. On the other hand, the signal
voltage appearing at the junction of R,
and R4 is higher than that across the line
at J, by a ratio of greater than 4 to 1,
assuming the external load impedance at
I, is 75 ohms.
The voltage- divider network made up
of
R,, and R, is so proportioned that
the signal voltage appearing at the moni-
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R

1

PICTURE

^J20

Installation

tor jack J, is exactly equal to that at I:,
when Is is terminated in a pure 75 -ohm
resistance. Since the monitor -circuit input resistance is usually on the order of
0.5 megohm or more, the signal level at
the monitor jacks is almost entirely a
function of the ratio established by
R,, and R,.
Any signals appearing at the monitor
jack I, are isolated from whatever spurious effects may occur at It by a factor
of approximately 5:1. For example, a
hum voltage of 0.1 volts, peak -to -peak
across R, (an actual condition met in a
typical instance) is reduced to a value of
approximately 0.02 volts at the monitor
jack
while the desired signal at both
I, and Is is maintained at a 2 -volt value.
In a similar manner, the signal at the
monitor jack I, is isolated from the effects of impedance-variations in the external load connected to I=.
At the middle and high ends of the
video-frequency range, the shunt capacitance of the 6AG7 output stages, if
uncompensated for, would degrade the
characteristic.
frequency
response

The installation of the video line pad
in a location where two distribution amplifier sections have previously been
paralleled to provide a 75 -ohm nominal
source impedance is very simple. Figure
3 shows a typical arrangement in which
the pad may be used to feed any 75 -ohm
outgoing line simultaneously with a remotely-located picture and waveform
monitor.
In cases where the picture and waveform monitor is located within a few
feet of the pad, the installation will be
even simpler, in that the monitor may be
bridged directly across the output of
the pad, without the necessity for the
intervening distribution amplifier section shown in Fig. 3.
While the mechanical design of the
line pad is such that it mounts most conveniently when used with a particular
distribution amplifier, it may also be used
at the output of other video amplifiers
which have two 6AG7 or equivalent
high- impedance plate feeds available.
For instance, the input to the pad may
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(left). Combined response- frequency characteristics of video line pad and distribution amplifier, when used in the arrangement shown in Fig.
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be driven by parallel-connecting the line
and monitor outputs of a stabilizing amplifier. In such instances, very short,
low- capacitance, flexible cables may be

FROM CHANNEL I
SIGNAL SELECTOR
CIRCUITS

required between the amplifier output
terminals and the input to the pad. It
is exceedingly important that the extra
capacitance added by the above interconnecting cables be kept at an absolute
minimum, or the video bandwidth may
be substantially reduced.

sary to change any of the controls on the
video line pad after initial alignment in
a given installation. The following detailed alignment procedure is based upon
the installation shown in Fig. 3, but is
equally applicable to other arrangements.
Terminate the pad in a pure- resistance of 75 -ohms at J, (or at any
subsequent point along the outgoing
line circuit where it is desired to
maintain reference signal level; for
instance at a video jack field). Bridge
an amplitude-calibrated, high -impedance oscilloscope input across the
terminating resistor.
2. Leaving
the
outputs paralleled
through the line pad, but temporarily
removing the jumper which normally
parallels the two inputs, feed a 60cps square-wave signal into one of
the two paralleled distribution- amplifier sections (for example, feed the
signal into J, of Fig. 3 with J. temporarily disconnected). Adjust the
input square -wave amplitude at h
of the distribution amplifier to 2volts, peak -to -peak. Adjust the gain
and low-frequency -phasing controls
of the active amplifier section until a
1 -volt, tilt -free, signal is observed at
the line output (J, of CBS 1 -A pad).
1.

3. Remove the signal input from first
amplifier section. Feed the 60 -cps

square -wave signal to the second distibution amplifier section, and repeat
all adjustments called for in 2., above.
4. Restore the parallel -connection of the
inputs of both distribution amplifiers,
keeping the 60 -cps square -wave input signal at 2-volt level. The output
signal at J, of the pad should now be
very close to 2- volts, and free of tilt.
If any further adjustment is required
to make gain of parallel combination
exactly unity, readjust the gain controls of both sections in equal increments. Similarly, re-adjust both l.f.
phase controls, if required.
Note: The procedure so far is no
more than the normal process
of establishing unity gain and
equal distribution of load between the two amplifier sections.
5. Remove the cover plate on the line
pad to permit access to the screwdriver-operated control R,. Bridge a
high -impedance amplitude-calibrated
oscilloscope across the MONITOR Output of J, of the pad and adjust R,
for a 2 -volt signal level at L. Or,
in other. words, adjust R, until the
signal voltage at the MONITOR output
of the pad is exactly the same as that
at the LINE output. Replace the cover
plate over R,. This adjustment is not
likely ever to require retouching in
any given installation.
6. Adjust the gain and low -frequency-
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MON

STABILIZING AMPLIFIER WITH
TWO 75n LINE FEEDS

PICTURE AND
WAVEFORM MONITOR

phasing control: ut the thins distribution amplifier section which is bridged
across the MONITOR output of J, of the
pad for a 2 -volt, tilt -free signal
across the 75 -ohm terminating resistor at the input to the picture and
waveform monitor ; i.e., adjust the
third amplifier section for a unity gain condition.
7. Change the frequency of the input
square -wave signal to 10 kc. Adjust
C, on the pad (screw-driver adjustment, externally accessible) until the
signal obseved on the waveform monitor is square -having neither overshoot nor undershoot on its leading
and trailing edges. Alternatively, a
composite television signal may be
used in place of the 10 -kc squarewave signal, in which event the criterion for proper adjustment of C,
is that the horizontal blanking and
sync pulses have zero slope on top.
8. Connect a video sweep generator to
the input of the paralleled distribution-amplifier sections. Connect a
high -impedance video detector and
oscilloscope across the LINE output
terminating resistor at J,. Adjust
L, for most the uniform response.
Usually it will be desirable to also
adjust the interstage series and shunting peaking of the parallel- connected
distribution amplifiers. Care should
be taken to make the peaking-coil adjustments in pairs so that the compensation will he shared approximately alike by the two parallel channels. It will be found possible to obtain an over -all frequency characteristic which is entirely flat to 7 mc and
not more than I db down at 8 mc.

Once the above procedure has been
completed in a given installation, very
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DESCRIPTION

G OE

VIDEO COAXIAL

JACK

VIDEO COAXIAL JACKS NORMALLY
>>

PATCHED THROUGH

1

VIDEO COAXIAL JACKS NORMALLY
PATCHED THROUGH ¡WITH MULTIPLE

TERMINATING RESISTOR

few readjustments of the pad should ll,
required for the life of the installation.
Electrical Performance Characteristics

Measurements upon a typical video
line pad installation such as shown in
Fig. 3 have shown that the frequency response to both line and monitor circuits
can be made completely uniform up to 7
mc with a drooping characteristic above
that frequency. Figure 4 shows a typical
frequency response curve of the CBS
1 -A pad in combination with an RCA
type TA -1A Distribution Amplifier.
Amplitude linearity characteristics of
the distribution -amplifier -pad combination are essentially the same as those of
of the distribution amplifier alone.
The output - impedance - versus - frequency characteristic of the pad and distribution amplifier combination is somewhat closer to the nominal 75 -ohm value
than that of parallel -connected and 75ohm terminated distribution amplifiers
alone. The impedance -frequency characteristics of both combinations are shown
in Fig. 5.
Application to Video Distribution
System Design

The video line pad will prove generally useful as an isolating element
wherever it is necessary to provide reliable monitoring of the input signal to
any video line. As an example of how it
[Continued on page V15]
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Practical Television Lighting
C. A. RACKEY

Part II. Concluding the discussion of the fundamental problems

which must be considered in the planning of television studios.

A STUDIO, the most useful light unit
supporting structure is a grid of steel
pipe, suitably dimensioned and suspended at a height of approximately
twelve feet from the floor. This will
clear the usual ten -foot flats and will
also permit proper vertical travel of
extensible fixtures. Other suspension
heights may be dictated by lower ceiling
heights, with ten feet as a practical
minimum. Where studio heights permit, a portion of the grid may be suspended at eighteen to twenty feet to provide for two -story or balcony scenes and
the like. Where six feet or more clearance with the ceiling is available, a cat
walk above the grid will prove useful
in hanging and mechanical and electrical control of fixtures ; otherwise all
manipulations must be by means of
ladders or movable platforms.
A grid forming rectangles four by
eight feet is good; four by four feet
would be somewhat better and would
provide more coverage.
Light bridges, which are made up of
two tower or pillar structures connected
overhead by a bridging member have
been both used and contemplated but

IN

have not proven too practical. An adaptation of this idea is the use of two tall
pipe standards bridged by a pipe or a
light truss member, with light units
mounted on the latter. This has proven
useful as a relatively portable and demountable affair, where such features
have been required.
In an actual theatre stage set -up, there
is little choice but to use normal staging
practice, with lighting hung from battens overhead and from "trees" in the
wings. Adequate front lighting should
be provided by installing batteries of
fixtures around the facia of the first
balcony, facing toward the stage.

V8

tronic, being tapped or slider -type auto
transformers. True electronic dimmers,
using thyratrons or other vacuum tube
means for load- current control, are
available but to the writer's knowledge
have not been used in television, being
thus far confined to theatrical staging.
They show considerable promise for the
future, though presently somewhat expensive in first cost.
Some Quantitative Data

Electrical Distribution and Control

Proper flexibility of electrical control
requires that the circuit from each fixture be available for plug connection
(patching) at some central control
point. This assuming that a sufficient
number of pre -hung fixtures are avaliable -will reduce operating costs by reducing manpower and time required for
set -up and subsequent operating control.
Should this expenditure not be feasible
at the outset, the facilities should be so
planned that future additions toward
this end can be accommodated.
The light-control point should be so
located within the studio that it will provide reasonably good visibility of the
individual sets and, at the same time,

-

some means of communication with the
technical and program production staff.
At this point a plug board should be
installed to make it possible to connect
individual or limited groups of fixtures
either to dimmers or to switches, or to
both.

Chester A. Rackey, Manager of Audio
and Video Engineering,
National Broadcasting Company.
Mr. Rackey is responsible for design. standardization, construction, and installation of
audio and TV equipment, systems. and related physical properties at NBC. He is a
senior Member of I.R.E., Governor of A.E.S.,
Chairman of R.M.A. Committee on Broadcasting Practices, member of R.M.A. Audio
Facilities Committee, etc., and is on the
Editorial Advisory Board for Video Engineering.

So called "electronic" dimmers are
much more useful because the load can
vary over wide limits within their
maximum thermal dissipation capacity.
These dimmers are actually not elec-

Modern television lighting practice,
especially if dramatic productions are
contemplated, requires dimming facilities and several types of dimmers are
available for this purpose. The older, resistance plate dimmers, are widely used,
but are limited in that the amount of
dimming available depends upon their
loading. Artificial loading is necessary
where the lamps to be dimmed constitute a load which is substantially below
the optimum load of a particular plate.

A modern television lighting system
should be designed to provide a maximum light intensity of 200 foot candles
in a horizontal plane, at waist height,
over the entire set. In terms of incandescent lighting, this requires, under
practical conditions, 40 watts per square
foot of horizontal area. The total demand, however, can be reduced by a use
factor of 50 per cent since it can be
assumed that not more than half the
studio area will be in use at any one
time. With fluorescent lighting fixtures,
the above total can be reduced by a
further 50 per cent.
In terms of heat removal, each kilowatt of light in use will require 0.285
tons of refrigeration capacity in an air
conditioning system.
Concerning the number of lighting
units required, one method of approximation is to divide the total wattage on
the set by the average unit rating and
add 50 per cent. Another method is to
assume that, with controlled -type units,
one should be hung at each intersection
of a grid of four foot squares over the
entire set area. Twenty per cent should
be added to this number for other types
of units required in addition to the basic
overhead lighting. Following the acquisition of an initial supply of units, actual
experience thereafter will indicate further quantities and types of fixtures required. As the television business is in
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Laboratory Television System
RALPH L. HUCABY

The description of an experimental installation which essentially duplicates TV studio and control room facilities for advanced development work.
for a development laboratory is unique in that
it must provide a degree of flexibility not ordinarily needed in a broadcast station installation. We were recently confronted with the problem of
designing such a system in the Television Terminal Equipment Laboratories of RCA-Victor. The installation
was required to perform three primary
functions. First, it was to provide a dependable source of synchronizing and
driving puses, video signals -both with
and without sync -and other necessary
signals, and was to distribute these signals to the various laboratory locations
for use in the design and development
of television broadcast equipment. Sec and, the system was, as far as possible,
to take the form of a typical television
studio that could be used in demonstrations to prospective customers. As such,
it was to include at least one sample of
every item of equipment designed in
these laboratories, all co- ordinated into
an operating system similar to that
found in any medium -sized television
station. This demonstration function
was to be independent and self- contained
so as to providç a minimum of interference with the laboratory distribution
function. Third, but by no means the
least important, the facilities were to
provide a means of life testing the
equipment since it would he in practically constant use during a forty -hour
week. Figure 1 shows a simplified block
diagram of the system that was developed to fulfill these three requirements.
This has now been in use for a year
with very good results. Various sections
of this functional diagram will be referred to and discussed in the following
sections.
ATELEVISION SYSTEM

Signal Sources

Any laboratory television system must
have several dependable picture sources
of high quality. The four primary video
signal sources may be found at the extreme left of the block diagram in Fig.
1. These consist of a studio camera, a
film camera, a monoscope camera. and
a modified television receiver that produces an "off- the -air" signal. They will
be discussed in the order mentioned.
VIDEO ENGINEERING

makes it possible to feed one film camera
with any one, or with any combination
of three optical images without changing the physical location of either the
projectors or the camera. The three
picture sources consist of a 35 -mm film
projector, a 16 -mm film projector, and
a 2" x 2" slide projector for transparencies. The control rack shown in the
background of Fig. 4 contains a video
monitor, a projector control panel, and
a power supply for the pulsed light
source on the 35 -mm projector. The
video monitor may be switched by the

The image orthicon studio causera is
located in a small studio (shown in Fig.
2), complete with lighting equipment
and the other facilities necessary for the
production of small television shows.
The camera is mounted on a movable
dolly which allows the cameraman to adjust the elevation of the camera or to
nove it about the studio floor to obtain
views from different angles and distances. An electronic viewfinder is incorporated in the camera, permitting the
cameraman to view the picture being
televised. The camera control and monitor are located in the control room in the
extreme right console section as shown
in Fig. 3. The signal source has been
very useful-particularly for the presentation of demonstration programs to
customers, and for the investigation of
new camera circuits and studio lighting
techniques.
In order to provide facilities for the
investigation of film pickup, a small
room is equipped for a film studio. The
film camera, employing an iconoscope
pickup tube, is located in this studio with
the projectors (see Fig. 4). A mirror
arrangement called a "multiplexer"

t

Ralph L. Hucaby, Systems Engineer
Television Terminal Equipment Dept.,
RCA Victor Division

Mr. Hucaby was born in Monticello. Kentucky, on July 29, 1922. While attending the
University of Kentucky, he worked part time
at Radio Station WLAP in Lexington. and received his B.S.E.E. degree in 1944. During
part of the war years, he served overseas with

the Armed Forces Radio Service.
Mr. Hucaby is now engaged in designing
television broadcasting systems for stations
that are going on the air or expanding their
present facilities. He is a member of Tau Beta
Pi, National Engineering Honorary Society.
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projectionist from the film- camera output to any one of three predetermined
signals for video cueing purposes. The
projector control panel provides facilities for remote starting or stopping of
either film projector or for effecting an
optical changeover between projectors.
The slide projector lamp may be turned
on or off or its brightness controlled
from this panel also. The film- camera
control and monitor are in the second
console section from the right in Fig. 3.
These film facilities permit the testing of
new ideas and improvements on equipment identical with that in general use.
They also make possible experimentation with new film-camera tubes, and
provide film pictures for use in demonstration programs for customers.
The third signal source is a monoscope
camera which is rack-mounted in the
control room. It employs a tube containing a fixed test pattern and provides a
signal which may be used to check other
equipment for scanning linearity, resolution in both horizontal and vertical directions, and low -frequency phase shift. The
fact that this camera delivers a constant
signal of fixed amplitude and quality
makes it the most-used test signal by
the laboratory engineers.
The rack- mounted television receiver
shown in Fig. 5 forms the final signal
source of this television system. It is a
standard home receiver that has been
modified to provide both video and audio
outputs for connection to the picture
and sound switching systems. This picture source has been indispensible for
demonstrating the capability of the
switching facilities to handle programs
originating from a remote point as well
as those of local origination. It has also
been useful to those engineers engaged
V9
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Laboratory Television System

in the design of equipment to handle remote signals that have been subjected

which is mounted together with the relays and which is also remotely con-

to disturbances such as those often encountered in coaxial network or micro-

trolled. A Program Director's Console
(extreme left of Fig. 6) is a part of these
facilities and contains three video monitors to assist the technical and program
directors in conducting the program. The
Technical Director, seated at the left,
has at his fingertips all the remote controls for operating the relays and fading
amplifier, while the Program Director,
seated on the right, has ample desk room
for scripts, etc. Both have adequate intercom facilities for talking with all pertinent points in the laboratories.
The rack -mounted relay chassis contains special video relays accommodating
six inputs and three outputs. One output is used to feed a preview monitor in
the console with which the Directors
may preview any of the six inputs prior
to using them "on- the -air." Mixing Amplifier 1 (see Fig. 1) serves as a sync
interlock amplifier by adding local synchronizing pulses to all local video sig-

wave relay transmission.
Switching Systems

To realize maximum flexibility, provisions must be made for quick selection
of any signal source for distribution to
any given point in the laboratories. For
this purpose, three different types of
video switching equipment have been incorporated into the design of this layout.
Figure 1 designates these three as
"Studio A" Switching, "Studio B"
Switching, and Master Control Switching, all using the various video sources
described above. "Studio A" Switching
will be discussed first. This is composed
of RCA's standard Type TS -20A relay
equipment. The switching is done by
means of remotely-controlled, rack mounted relays, and the fades and lap
dissolves are effected electronically
through the use of a mixing amplifier

nais but passing any composite remote
signals to the monitor without sync addition. The other two outputs are connected to the inputs of Mixing Amplifier
2 which serves as the electronic fade and
lap- dissolve amplifier. Its output is in
turn fed to Stabilizing Amplifier 1
where any switching transients and low frequency disturbances are removed, and
synchronizing pulses are added to all
local video signals before they are routed
to Master Control Switching. A monitor output from this amplifier feeds a
line monitor in the console so that the
directors may observe the outgoing picture at all times. The third console monitor is a spare to be used as the occasion
demands.
"Studio B" Switching is less elaborate, but performs the same basic functions as that of "Studio A." Here a Type
TS-10A switching equipment (fourth
console section from the right in Fig. 3)
is used and is denoted on the block diagram of Fig. 1 as a manual switching
system. This means that all video signals are brought directly to the switch-
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Functional diagram of video facilities.
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Fig. 2 ( right). Small studio containing lights, microphone
boom, and Image Orthicon camera. Fig. 3 (above). Video
console with camera controls, "Studio B" switching, and

master switching preview monitor.

ing unit instead of being routed to rack mounted relays as in the "Studio A"
system, and that fades and lap- dissolves
are done by means of potentiometers in
the video circuits rather than electronically in a mixing amplifier. The TS -10A
output is fed to Stabilizing Amplifier 2
which functions in this arrangement as
Stabilizing Amplifier 1 does in the
"Studio A" system. A monitor output
drives a line monitor so that the program director, who also serves as technical director, may have constant check on
the outgoing picture. Preview provisions
are limited to remote signal inputs only,
of which there are two in the TS -10A.
Since this switching unit is located
where the director may view all local
signals on the camera control monitors,
it is not necessary to provide preview

facilities for them. Intercom circuits are
built into this switching equipment enabling the director to talk to all necessary points.
The Master Control Switching Systern (Type TS -1A) is a rack -mounted
panel with provisions for six inputs and
three outputs. Push buttons on the panel
permit the manual connection of any input to any or all outputs. This unit is
shown directly below the video jack
panels in Fig. 7. The six inputs consist
of the four previously described signal
sources plus the outputs of "Studio A"
and "Studio B ". Of the outputs, one
feeds a master- control preview monitor,
and the other two feed Distribution Amplifiers 6 and 7 thus providing a total
of ten signal outputs that may be routed
via the jack panel to the various laboratories through permanent trunk lines.
Sections A, B, and C of Distribution
Amplifier 5 serve as "buffers" between
the TS -1A and its distribution system.
Although extremely simple, this master
switching system is quite adequate and
dependable.

ries the video, section C supplies the
sync, and the two are mixed to form a
composite signal by simply tying these
amplifier outputs together. This same
interconnection procedure is used with
the film camera and monoscope with the
exception that an extra sync mixer is
used with the film camera to supply a
composite signal to the film room monitor switch.
The interconnections used with the
"off -the -air" receiver are somewhat
simpler. Since this signal is already
composite when received, no sync mixing sections are necessary.
The flexibility of this television system has been kept to a maximum by the
extensive use of coaxial video jack
hoards. Equipment failures may be
quickly patched out, additional signal
sources may be patched in, signals may
he re- routed through the system. and

Interconnections Between Signal Sources
and Switching Systems

Fig. 4. The author adjusting a slide
projector in the projection room. The

film camera is at the left, 16 -mm projector at the right, and the upper
magazine of the 35 -mm projector is
visible above the film camera.
VIDEO ENGINEERING

Planning the distribution of the four
signal sources to each of the three
switching systems presented no special
problems, but a discussion is given here
to provide a clear understanding of the
installation. For an example of the necessary interconnections, refer to the studio
camera chain in Fig. 1. The studio, film
and monoscope cameras have two outputs each ; one of these connects directly
to the "Studio A" switching equipment.
The other terminates at the inputs of
sections A and B of Distribution Amplifier 1. The output of section A then goes
to the "Studio B" switching facilities.
Since only composite signals are fed to
Master Control Switching, synchronizing pulses must be added to the camera
signal before it is sent to the TS -1A.
This is done in sections B and C of
Distribution Amplifier 1. Section B car-
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Fig.

Operator adjusting rack 5.
mounted television receiver.
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Switching. Therefore, some means must
be utilized to reduce the 4.0 volt signal
to 0.5 volt. This was accomplished by
placing a variable attenuator at the output of the above mentioned Section E.
Special Considerations

It might be of interest here to explain
why so many distribution amplifiers have
been used in this system design by giving
a brief description of the amplifier and
its uses. Each amplifier chassis contains
live individual amplifier sections, each of
which has unity gain (a small amount of

Fig. S. Program director's consale at
left. with audio consol:tte and turntables in foreground.

many other unusual situations and requirements are easily met through the
medium of the patch panel shown in

Fig.

7.

Pulse Distribution System

The heart of any television installation
is the synchronizing generator and the
pulse distribution amplifier. In this layout it was not only necessary to supply
pulses to the camera chains, but also to

Fig. 7. Video equipment rack with door
opened to show jack panels, master
control switching, and distribution am-

plifiers.
V12

supply them to all laboratories for use in
equipment design. The pulses distributed
include sync, horizontal drive, vertical
drive, blanking, and positive vertical
drive-the latter being used to key the
power supply for the 35 -mm projector
pulsed light source. (An improved design of this power supply using negative
vertical drive is now available but ha,
not yet been installed in this system.)
The source of these basic pulses is a
Type TG-1A Sync Generator which occupies one of the racks shown in Fig. 5.
A sync generator switch makes it possible to switch instantaneously to another generator which can be connected
and operated as a standby. By referring
once more to Fig. 1, it is fairly easy
to trace the pulse routes after they leave
the sync generator switch. Due to the
rapid accumulation of input capacitance,
only a limited number of distribution
amplifier sections may be bridged across
a given coaxial line without disturbing
rise-time or wave -form. For this reason,
Distribution Amplifier 8 was included as
a "buffer" to isolate from the coaxial
lines the input capacitances of Amplifiers 11, 12, and 13 which supply the
laboratories with the basic pulses.
Distribution Amplifier 9 supplies the
pulse signals to the jack panels so that
they may be patched to the various labs
to take care of unusual requirements
that arise from time to time in development programs. Amplifier 10 provides
the pulses that are used by the monoscope, film and studio cameras. Since
Section E of this Amplifier performs a
special function, it is worth mentioning
here. The normal amplitude of the sync
signal from the generator is approximately four volts, peak -to -peak. The
sync-mixing amplifiers, such as Section
C of Amplifier 1, require only 0.5 volts
to add to the normal 1.5 volts of video
in order to produce the standard 2.0
volts of composite signal fed to Master

gain variation is possible), high input
impedance and an output designed to
work into a 75 -ohm load. Their characteristics make them especially useful for
isolation between a signal source and its
load, for bridging a 75 -ohm line without
upsetting its termination, for providing
multiple outputs from a single input, for
mixing video and sync to obtain a com-

Fig.

8.

Audio equipment racks and
portable oscilloscope.

posite signal, and for increasing a signal amplitude by paralleling two or more
amplifier sections. Three of these chassis
may be seen at the bottom of the rack
shown in Fig. 7.
In this television system, spare distribution amplifier sections have been
brought out to the jack panel for use
in meeting special requirements. One
section (section E of Amplifier 12) has
been modified to serve as a signal inverter for changing the polarity of a
video signal from negative to positive,
or vice versa
situation that occasionally arises.

-a

Power Supplies

The five racks of regulated d.c. power
supplies necessary to operate this system
have been located in a separate room
primarily to isolate the heat from the
working area of the control room. The
d.c. load has been distributed among the
power supplies with an eye to maximum
efficiency and the ability to shut down

VIDEO ENGINEERING
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certain parts of the system independently
without disturbing other parts.
Nine RCA Type WP -33B supplies
(600 ma at 280 volts), fourteen Type
580C (400 ma at 280 volts), and three
Type TY -25A (300 ma at 280 volts)
were used in this installation.

Presenting the N EW

AstaticTV and FM Boosters
Models BT -1 and BT-2

Audio Facilities

The primary objective of this discussion is that of describing the video system, but brief mention should be made of
its companion audio system. It was designed by Mr. R. E. Bailey of RCA and
embodies most of the latest equipment
types and techniques. The facilities are
built around a Type 76B Consolette
which provides for auditioning, monitoring, switching, and mixing the audio
signals associated with this television
system. The input signals to the consolette are derived from two turntables,
four microphones, two film projectors,
a communications receiver, and a television receiver. Figure 6 shows the
consolette and turntables located between the "Studio A" and "Studio B"
video switching consoles to promote
close coordination with the program director at either console. The rack mounted audio equipment may be seen
in Fig. 8.
The audio system design is quite conventional with one possible exception.
Arrangements were made to permit
feeding a turntable output into the studio
loudspeaker even though a studio microphone is in use. This is useful for providing a low level of music in the studio to
aid a vocalist who wishes to sing with
the transcription on the turntable. This
technique is used occasionally in certain
types of programming. No attempt has
been made to allow simultaneous switching of both audio and video signals since
this presents specialized problems which
vary with each installation. The audio
facilities are entirely independent of the
video and have given excellent results
to date.

Astatic

clusive variable gain control and
dual tuning. Now Astatic brings
another great advancement to the
progress of TV enjoyment
with
two low-cost boosters that equal, to
all practical purposes. the primary
function of the highest priced units.
Never before has so much quality
been incorporated in a booster to
sell at so low a price. Why not get
the complete details? Write today.

-
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Booster Model BT.2
List Price

$32.50

LOOK AT THE AMAZING

QUALITY FEATURES IN
THESE LOW- PRICED

BOOSTERS
1

2

3
Booster Model
List Price

Conclusion

The system described here has worked
very well and has shown itself flexible
enough to meet 95 per cent of all the
conventional and unconventional situations that can and do arise in a television engineering laboratory. However,
some additions and modifications could
be made to increase the flexibility, and
they are listed here to guide anyone
who might have to plan a similar layout.
Experience has indicated that, in addition to feeding the video from each
camera chain to each of three switching
systems, a fourth output, without sync,
appearing at the jack panel would be
very useful. A stabilizing amplifier,
placed between the "off- the -air" television receiver and distribution amplifier 4, would allow gain, sync stretching,

raised tremendously

the level of improved TV reception
through pre-amplification of signal,
when it developed its famous deluxe model AT -1 Booster with ex-

4
BT -1

$29.95

5 Low noise design and

Only ASTATIC offers
as complete a choice of

6

BOOSTER MODELS

8
9

7

1

0

11

12
13
Increasing numbers of TV set
owners will still want the
finest Booster that money can
buy
and that means Astatic's deluxe Models AT -1 and
AT -1B, with rich furniture finish mahogany or blond wood
cabinet, exclusive and variable gain control, dual tuning

-

and

powerful four -tube

operation.
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Booster
Model AT -1
List Price

$49.50

Employ Mallory Inductuner :or
continuous variable tuning.
High gain, very uniform on both
high and low channels.
Simplified controls- single tuning knob with continuous tuning
through both TV and FM bands.
Band width adequate over entire
range.
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construction.
No shock hazard to user.
Off-on switch for easily cutting
in and out of circuit.
Selenium rectifier.
Use single 6AKS Tube.
Provide for either 72 ohm or 300
ohm impedance input and output.
Model BT -2 has handsome. dark
brown plastic cabinet.
Model BT -1 has metal cabinet in
rich mahogany woodgrain finish.
Large dial face is easy to see
in tuning.
Model BT -2 has recessed pilot
light to show when booster is on.
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NEW PRODUCTS

LABORATORY

TELEVISION SYSTEM
(froue page 13.1

and other adjustments to be made prior
to using the signal with any of the
switching systems. Another output channel could be added to the relay switching
system of "Studio A" and used to make
the spare monitor in the Program Director's Console function as a second
preview monitor. More spare distribution amplifier sections could be provided
as well as more coaxial lines between the
control room and the laboratories. Six
lines to each lab might be considered as
a workable minimum.
Many of these features can, of course,
be added in the form of future expansion,
but a much neater installation is realized
when they are included in the original
design.
The writer wishes to express his appreciation to Messrs. W. J. Poch, John
H. Roe, H. N. Kozanowski, and Eric
Lind of the Radio Corporation of America for their assistance in the preparation of this article.

Signal Venerator Kit. Servicemen and
engineers who prefer to build their own
test equipment will find interest in the
decision of Electronic Instrument Co.,
Inc., 276 Newport St., Brooklyn 12, N. Y.
to release the well -known EICO Model 315

Pasadena, Calif. Loss reduction is the result of using 80 per cent less dielectric
than is found in most conventional twin lead. Samples as well as descriptive material will be supplied by the manufacturer.
Television Booster. Many unique
qualities are stressed by the manufacturer in announcing the Tune -O- Matic,
a high -gain, self-tuning TV booster with
all- channel circuit and four stages of
amplificdtion, recently placed on the
market by Electro- Voice, Inc., Buchanan,
f

r.f. signal generator in kit form. Designated Model 315 -K, the unit affords one
per cent accuracy on seven ranges covering 75 kc to 150 mc. Internal audio generator provides 900 -cps tone for modula-

tion and for external audio testing.

Low -Loss Twin -Lead. Excessive lead in losses are avoided with Goodline Air lead, now being manufactured by Don
Good. Inc.. 1014 Fair Oaks Ave., South

ELECTRONICS

TECHNICIANS

Mich. In operation the Tune- O- Matic is
entirely automatic, requiring no adjustment after installation. All tuning is done
by receiver controls. Regulation of gain
is by means of receiver CONTRAST control. Automatically tuned for all channels

the booster supplies extra signal strength
uniformly throughout the TV spectrum.
Full information \vill he supplied by the
manufacturer

For
RADAR,

COMMUNICATIONS,

TELEVISION RECEIVERS

Needed By

[from page V8]

RCA SERVICE COMPANY, INC.

a state of expansion it is, generally

A Radio Corporation of America Subsidiary

For U. S. and Overseas

REQUIREMENTS:
Good

Character
Training in Installation or Maintenance
of Radar, Communications or Television
Give Full Details of Practical Experience
Qualified Candidates will be Interviewed Promptly.

COMPENSATION:
Up to $7,000.00 a year to

start-For Overseas Assignment-With Periodic Review of Base Salary Thereafter Made up of-

Base Salary
Overseas Bonus
Actual Living and other Expenses
Accident, Hospitalization, and Life Insurance
Vacation and Holiday Pay

Qualified technicians seeking connection with leading company having permanent program for installation and service of military equipment, AM, FM,
TV transmitters and receivers, and electronic devices, such as electron micro scopcn, mobile and mierm,aee communication., tloatrr T \'. uritc full history to:

SERVICE COMPANY, INC.
Camden 2,
New Jersey

RCA
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TV LIGHTING
speaking, practically impossible to have
too many light units !
As for dimmers, these usually come
in groups of five, arranged for mechanical ganging. Two assemblies (of five
each) will be sufficient for the average
medium sized studio.
Code Authorities and Safety

Due caution should he used in designing the initial installation, and in the
subsequent operation of television lighting systems. The primary hazard is fire
from hot lamps or from overloaded circuits. A second important hazard is mechanical -that of having fixtures fall
down or of having operational personnel
fall off ladders, platforms, and cat
walks. A third hazard is the possibility
of electrical shock due to improperly insulated or grounded electrical details.
Fire underwriters and local electrical
building code authorities should be consulted and followed faithfully, bearing
in mind that, in event of accident, violations may endanger the purse or per-
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sonal liberty'of both design and management personnel
terms of fines or jail
sentences
case they should be found
responsible by a court of law.

-in

-in

Economies

The major cost factors of television
operation seems to be the salaries paid
to technical operations, program production, and talent personnel. Therefore,
any means of saving set-up and operating man -hours is a means of increasing
efficiency and reducing expenses. This
means, in general, that maximum advantage should be taken of any mechanical
methods of saving time, specifically such
things as ample facilities, and centralization and concentration of controls. It
means, further, that every dollar spent
on proper and competent initial design
and an adequate original installation of
facilities, no matter how high the original cost may appear, will save several
dollars later on. Make -do is always possible, but must be paid for with time!

The use of the pad and distribution
amplifier combination provides an appreciably better- matched source impedance than the previously -used parallel connected and 75- ohm -terminated distribution amplifiers alone. While Fig. 5
indicates that the pad does not simulate
an absolutely constant -impedance video
signal source at frequencies above 1
megacycle, it is as good or better than
that provided by the widely- employed expedient of two parallel-connected distribution amplifier channels shunted
with a 75 -ohm resistance. Neither ar-

rangement provides a reactance -less,
constant -impedance video signal source,
but either is apparenty acceptable at the
present state of the art. Should a better impedance- frequency characteristic
eventually be required, it is possible to
improve the performance of the CBS
1 -A by the addition of one or more reactive elements to the network.
The development of the CBS 1 -A
Video Line Pad was carried out under
the general direction of Howard A.
Chinn, Chief Audio -Video Engineer of
the Columbia Broadcasting System.

J/oafinj
for all TV Cameras

"BALANCED"

TV TRIPOD
Pat. Pending

ISOLATION NETWORK
i

fro,,, page

I

This tripod was engineered and designed expressly to meet all video
camera requirements.

l

may be applied advantageously to the
outgoing video lines of a sizable network
originating station, there is shown in
Fig. 6 a block diagram of a portion of
the WCBS -TV master control room facilities. Note that in this arrangement a
failure in any program circuit, including
the final video line amplifiers themselves,
will be indicated positively at the monitor feed point of the pad. This was not
true of earlier arrangements where it
was necessary to bridge the monitors
across the inputs to the video line amplifiers in order to be free of the spurious

Previous concepts of gyro
and friction type design
have been discarded to
achieve absolute balance,

effortless operation,

super -smooth tilt and pan
action, dependability, ruggedness &i efficiency.

indications which appear when monitoring across the lines directly.

Below:
3

dolly

Conclusions

.

with

balanced

7V Tripod mounted.

The CBS 1 -A Video Line Pad serves
as a satisfactory isolating element between a picture and waveform monitor
and the video line across which the monitor is bridged. The 14 db of isolation it
affords is adequate to permit direct
monitoring of the video signal fed to
lines which have moderate amounts of
hum or other disturbances on them, or
which terminate in an impedance which
varies greatly with frequency, such as
many leased lines. The use of the pad
therefore greatly increases the operating
reliability of the video distribution system in which it is employed, since it permits monitoring at a point beyond all
vacuum tube circuits.
The insertion of the pad between the
output of a distribution amplifier and
the video line it feeds does not appreciably degrade either the frequency-response, gain or amplitude -linearity characteristics of the distribution amplifier.
VIDEO ENGINEERING

wheel portable

Complete 360° pan witnour
ragged or jerky movement is
accomplished with effortless
control. It is impossible to get
anything but perfectly smooth
pan and tilt action with the
"BALANCED" TV Tripod.

Quick- release pan handle adjustment locks into position
desired by operator with no
"play" between pan handle
and tripod head. Tripod head
mechanism is rustproof, completely enclosed, never requires
adjustments cleaning or lubrication. Built -in spirit level.
Telescoping extension pan
handle.

Write for further particulars

ECJUIPff1EfIT.
GRIllERA
It oo BRL.-E
yCFe City
"SEW
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AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Jack Zander, Director of Anima-

tion, and William S. Nemeth,
Cameraman, both of Transfilm
Inc., team up with a Maurer 16
to work out camera effects for a
slide motion picture.

Where hair-line ACCURACY counts..
At Transfilm Incorporated, where animated motion pictures and slide films are
produced in volume, hair -line accuracy is of utmost importance. Inevitably, this
leading commercial film company selected Maurer as the 16 mm. camera that best
supplies this vital quality.
In Maurer VERSATILITY they found accurate registration of each individual frame.
along with precise high -power focusing and large clear direct- through- the-lens
viewing.

In Maurer DEPENDABILITY they found consistently accurate performance under all
conditions, insured by years of rigorous testing by top industry technicians.
And in Maurer EXCLUSIVE FEATURES, such as the 235° dissolving shutter, they
found fast accurate changes of exposure while shooting.
Because it meets so many varied needs, more and more producers like Transfilm
are turning to the Maurer 16 mm. as the ideal camera for every phase of professional motion picture production.

For details on these and other exclusive Maurer features, write

J.

A. MAURER, INC.

37 -01 31st Street, Long Island City 1, New York
850 South Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles 35, Californ a

V16

The Maurer 16 mm., desigred specifically for professional use, is equipped

with precisior high -power focusing and
the finest view -finder made. Standard
equipment includes: 235° dissolving
shutter, automatic fade cortol, viewfinder, sunshade and filter holder, one
400 foot gear- driven film mcgozine, a
60 -cycle 115 -volt synchronous moor,
one 8 -frame handcrank, power cable
and a lightweight carrying ccse.

maurer
.111h»

CABLE ADDRESS:

JAMAURER

U
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AIN
Ileft). Top view of professional -type recorder Ampex). The tape feeds
from the loaded supply reel at the left past a tape guide which automatically
actuates a motor switch. The control panel is shown below the supply reel, with
the magnetic head assembly to its right. The drive capstan and pressure roller
are at the right of the head assembly, with the take -up reel above. Fig. 2 right).
Motors and brake -drum assembly of the same machine.
Fig.

1

The Art of Tape Recording -V
JOEL TALL`

The author describes methods of maintaining tape- recording equipment so as
to produce consistently good recording; both in the studio and in the field.
ENGINEERS will

concede

that the proper maintenance of
standard broadcast equipment is a
gROADCAST
chore requiring extensive experience
and systematic logical reasoning. When
one adds the maintenance of mechanical
components, such as are found in tape
machines, to that of electronic equipment, the job of the maintenance engineer becomes highly specialized in character. It is the writer's earnest hope that
this article will serve, in a necessarily
general manner, as a primer in the work
of tape machine maintenance.
Whether tape recorders are in continuous service or not, a periodic check
should be made of the complete machine
at least every 100 hours of use. The operation of the mechanical portions should
be tested before and after any necessary
greasing and oiling and a speed check
made with stroboscopically-marked tape
or with a measured length of tape. The
brakes should be adjusted, if necessary,
relays and switches cleaned as indicated
by inspection, and tubes should be tested.
After the first rough inspection, the
erase ánd bias currents should be
checked against specifications and a
noise and distortion test made. If noise
tests indicate magnetized heads, they
should be demagnetized and the noise
and distortion test should be repeated.
When this distortion and noise prove
satisfactory at 400 cps, a frequency check
at the upper limit of the recorder's
s Columbia
York.

Broadcasting
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spectrum should be made in order to
check head alignment. Another test, using normal input and output loads,
should provide the finishing touch.
The Tape Drive System

Shown in Fig. 1 is a typical drive
system. The function of this mechanism
is to move the tape at a constant speed
past the magnetic heads. Anything that
causes any aberration from a constant
speed will cause audible "flutter" and
"wow," defects which, at the present
high stage of tape recorder development,
should not be tolerated. Typical "flutter"
or "wow" specifications run less than 0.1
percent which cannot be heard by even
the most discerning listener.
The basic parts of the modern tape
drive system are
1. The capstan
2. The capstan pressure-idler
3. The drive motor
In most modern machines the drive capstan is positioned directly after the head
assembly so that the tape is pulled
through the assembly at a constant speed.
In at least one very well designed machine the tape drive is located between
the supply reel and the head assembly,
and its action serves to feed the tape at
constant speed into the head assembly.
Then the tape is kept taut by the pull
of the take -up motor. Whatever system
of drive is used, the maintenance engineer should check for any trouble that
would make for any variation from constant longitudinal travel on the part of

SEPTEMBER, 1950

the tape. Any "binding" of the tape will
result in vibration -modulated sounds
being recorded on the tape, plus the accompanying distortion. A slow variation
in speed will cause wow, a fairly rapid
variation will cause flutter. Any part of
the tape -travel path that introduces vibration in any plane should be repaired.
The Drive Motor

Modern professional tape recorders
utilize hysteresis motors for the drive
system. A properly-designed motor of
this type, provided that it has sufficient
torque for the job, will maintain constant
speed within certain limits. The frequency of the a.c. supply should not
vary more than one cycle for best results, and the voltage should be above
the minimum specified by the manufacturer. Drive motor speed may vary
slightly according to temperature, since
the grease in the bearings exerts more
friction when cold than when warm. It
is, therefore, recommended that speed
checks be made at normal operating temperatures.
The drive capstan and pressure idler
assembly should be checked to make
sure it is perpendicular to the tape.
If it is out of order in this respect, the
tape will try to travel up or down on the
capstan, a condition which will be immediately apparent to the operator. The
pressure -idler should be checked for
proper pressure against the capstan when
in operating position. The pressure
[Continued on page 42]
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Automatic Audio Gain Controls
J.

HATHAWAY-

L.

A discussion of the development and application of program -controlled circuits in
broadcasting, with a description of a general -purpose AAGC amplifier in regular use.
PURPOSE OF THIS PAPER IS to
cover briefly the history of Automatic Audio Gain Controls at the
National Broadcasting Company. With
this equipment line levels may be held
more constant, the average level increased many fold, and the listening public -both radio and television-subjected
less to sudden drastic changes of sound
volume. The new automatic control incorporates a number of improved features as compared to those which are
currently employed for adjusting gain as
a function of program level, thereby
eliminating undue volume fluctuations.
Such control equipments are not only
called Automatic Audio Gain Controls,
or AAGC's but compressors, limiters,
program regulators, and a number of
other descriptive names, some complimentary and some uncomplimentary. Improper maintenance or operation, as well
as unsuitable design, accounts for most
of those in the latter category, but judging from the fact that there are in the
United States thousands of units giving
satisfactory daily service, it is obvious
that results are generally well worth
while. Even in the field of television,
sound transmission is greatly improved
through the use of a good AAGC, such
as the new Type ND -333.

THE

Early Experiments

Laboratory development of Automatic
Audio Gain Control systems has been
underway off and on for twenty years,
sometimes directed toward solving particular operating problems and other
times emphasizing control system improvements. Some of the units developed
are relatively complex, while others are
extremely simple, such as that shown
on Fig. 1. Here a small tungsten filament lamp was connected in a low-im*

National Broadcasting Company, New

York.
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TUNGSTEN
FILAMENT BULB
STEP DOWN
TRANSFORMER

Fig.

1.

STEP UP
TRANSFORMER

Earliest form of simple AAGC
used in 1929.

pedance circuit so that its resistance
variation caused over -all changes of attenuation. Such a tungsten bulb changes
resistance by more than 10 to 1, hot to
cold, implying a possible attenuation
change as great as 20 db. This arrangement should be highly effective when
preceded by an amplifier of sufficient
gain and power handling capacity to
heat the filament on program peaks to
at least a dull glow. However, its usefulness is restricted by poor timing characteristics. An ordinary small filament
has similar heating and cooling thermal
lags, and timing determined by these
lags has been found completely unsatisfactory for good control. Because heating is too slow, around 125 milliseconds,
high -level spurts of program are allowed
to pass unattenuated and are readily
heard. Because cooling is too fast, certain desirable program level fluctuations,
such as those occurring in speech, are
reduced or removed almost completely.
During early experimental work, without known prior art, the importance of
utilizing extremely dissimilar gain reduction and gain recovery times was not
appreciated. Then in 1934 a circuit was
tried having a gain reduction or "attack" time of around 10 milliseconds,
together with a recovery time of slightly
over one second. After only a short
period of careful listening, it was obvious that this combination was superior
to anything previously tested, and in fact
that first breadbroad setup did a worth

while job of controlling gain. Various
attack and recovery times were then
tried with engineers acting as guinea
pigs. When the attack time was greater
than about 30 milliseconds, short bursts
of high -level peaks were audible, and the
over -all effect was not as pleasing as
with attack times below 10 milliseconds.
In going below 10 milliseconds, there
was no appreciable change in over-all
effect until the attack time was made less
than 200 microseconds. With such a
short attack time, the sound quality was
the same as that for a time of around
1 millisecond, but on programs of local
origin the level was appreciably lower
due to extreme crests of high- frequency
peaks causing greater gain reduction.
The recovery time most desirable seemed
a matter of properly fitting the particular application. Where greatest possible
average level was desirable, rapid recovery-around 1/3 second -seemed
best. Where least noticeable effect by
the automatic action was called for, a
recovery time somewhat greater than 1
second seemed preferable.
Early Application

Shortly after the initial experimentation on time constants, a number of rack
mounted units were constructed and
placed in service in New York, Cleveland, and Chicago. Some of these served
to regulate levels in automatic announce
booths whereby news flashes could be
placed on the air without waiting for
control engineers to reach the studios.
Others were for use on regular studio
or field pickup progams to aid and supplement the control engineer's efforts
in feeding proper level onto the telephone lines. Also a portable unit was
used with great effectiveness in the gondola of the stratosphere balloon during
its record -breaking flight in 1935, and
by the following year we were getting
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Automatic Audio Gain Control systems
into our special events beermug and pack
transmitter designs. Since then, more or
less hand -tailored controls have been
employed in a wide variety of applications, including television sound and
broadcast transmitters, disc recorders,
tape recorders, film recorders, and field
and studio amplifiers. Many of these
units have different charactetristics,
sometimes because of the nature of the
application, and sometimes because of
the difficulties involved in building circuits with optimum characteristics in
portable equipment.
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Many characteristics of Automatic
Audio Gain Control-such as frequency
response, input and output impedance,
signal -to -noise ratio, and harmonic distortion -are similar to those of ordinary
amplifiers. It is essential in the measurement of some of these either to block
out the control circuit or else to employ
a signal level which is safely below the
threshold of control. Measurements of recovery and attack times require radically
different technique. Recovery time may
be determined by watching a VU meter
connected to the output of the unit under
test and measuring time for it to reach
steady state reading after suddenly reducing to normal a tone signal which has
been 10 to 20 db above normal. Attack
time is readily determined by means of an
oscilloscope, preferably one equipped
with a P7 screen and a triggered
single -sweep circuit. Here, the scope is
connected to the output of the Automatic
Audio Gain Control and tone applied to
the input at just under threshold level.
This level is suddenly increased (usually
by 6 to 20 db), and the scope displays
the over -all effect. Figure 2 is a drawing
made from typical oscilloscope patterns,
(A) showing a good AAGC in proper
adjustment, and (B) showing either a
good one far out of adjustment or a poor
one even at its best adjustment. The
drawings show tone applied at just under threshold control level, followed at
time 0 milliseconds by a 12 db increase.
At (A), perfect balance results in complete cancellation of all "thump" or
"plop" component, the signal being symmetrical about the axis. After about 1
millisecond, complete stability is reached
at a level some 2 db above that at the
start. (B) illustrates a condition of misbalance, the dotted line average representing a severe plop component above
the axis and lasting for many milliseconds. A plop of this magnitude is readily
audible and has a secondary effect-also
audible -of depressing the gain to a subnormal level because of the excessive
control potential caused by the misbalance. Thus, for a large fraction of a
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Fig. 2. Drawing made from typical 'scope patterns to show effect of "plop"
generation. (A) shows signal passing through well -balanced amplifier as a
result of an increase in level of 12 lb. B) shows same signal passing through
a poorly balanced amplifier, resulting in an average value differing from the
axis, or zero.
(

second, depending upon the recovery
time, the high -level input peak has actually caused a low -level output. Complete stability should be reached within
the recovery time, although this is not
shown in the figure.
Unbalances of push-pull tubes or circuit components are responsible for plop
generation. Its seriousness in relation to
program is obviously a function of program level at the controlling tubes. Thus
a given misbalance with low program
level might be quite objectionable,
whereas it would be completely insigitificant if the tubes were operated at higher
program level. Therefore, in good
AAGC design, with given tube parameters, the program level at the threshold
of control must be as high as possible in
order to minimize plop. At the same
time, it cannot be excessive, since harmonic distortion becomes equally objectionable.

Gain Control in reducing excessive level
variations assuming no undue wave form
distortion or plop generation. Figure 3
illustrates three different types of control
characteristics. Where complete high level limitation is called for, as at a
broadcast transmitter, it is desirable to
utilize a so- called "limiter" characteristic, curve 3. Something less drastic, such
as the modified limiter of curve 1, should
be employed as a supplementary aid to
a control operator, and the unit should,
in this application, be located in the circuit following the manual controls, but
preceding the volume indicator and loudspeaker so that the operator sees and
hears the combination of both manual
and automatic control. For operatic and
symphonic programs intended for music
lovers, the control effect should be much
less, as in the so-called "Compressor"
characteristic of curve 2.
Amount of Gain Reduction

Control Characteristic

"Control Characteristic" refers to the
effectiveness of an Automatic Audio
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A common question related to Automatic Audio Gain Control application is
"How much gain reduction ?" This is
17
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show a surprising difference, the one
from Hollywood obviously having passed
through a long -peak- ironer before arriving in N. Y. This ironer was more effective some days than others, but generally functioned in dual manner. First
it slightly compressed all extremely high
levels at each of many repeaters. Second, it eliminated all frequencies above
5 kc, thus accounting for much of the
difference between average and peak
potentials.
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Fig. 3. Typical control
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characteristics

various forms of automatic
amplifier circuits.

in

not a simple question and a simple reply
is too incomplete, some applications calling for greater gain reduction than
others. For example, where no manual
control is exerted, the extreme input
variations can at times account for as
much as 20 db of gain reduction. Controls at broadcasting transmitters are
not normally subjected to such extreme
variations, since manual control has been
previously exerted, but even so, surprisingly large variations do exist, as a
result of different control operators, different types of programs, and different
amounts of telephone lines. This was
pointed out two years ago in data taken
to chart these variations at our N. Y.
broadcasting station. With all adjustments fixed, the number of gain reduction peaks and their amplitudes were
counted by a two -man team for several
ten -minute periods throughout the day
and evening and the results tabulated.
Three of these periods are charted on
Fig. 4. Two of them depict extremes and

The use of Automatic Audio Gain
Control in disc recording circuits has
been found highly advantageous because
it permits increased level with corresponding improvement in signal -to -noise
ratio and at the same time provides for
greater reliability. Where the NAB recording characteristic is utilized, a rather
special condition results, calling for a
special control. In recording with this
characteristic, high frequencies are electrically pre- emphasized by a circuit of
100 microseconds time constant, meaning
about a 10 -db rise at 5 kc and a 16-db
rise at 10 kc. If the automatic control is
located in the circuit after pre- emphasis,
all peaks, including those occasionally
caused by extreme high frequencies, are
eliminated, which might seem desirable.
However, listening tests indicate that
this is far from desirable because the
program gain control becomes highly unsatisfactory whenever extreme highs
exist. This is caused by the level ducking unpredictably during some of the
highest passages at the very time the
ear expects greatest level. That is, the
medium-frequency components which
largely determine loudness are suddenly
depressed just when they should be the
strongest. This condition does not prevail if the Automatic Control is operated
prior to pre -emphasis in the circuit. In
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Fig. 4. Actual counts of gain reduction peaks occurring in programs from

ferent sources.
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dif-

this situation a different degradaton occurs in the form of occasional high -frequency cross modulation due to overloading by the pre- emphasized components,
especially so because of the usual high -

frequency recording and reproducing
troubles. There is no general rule as to
which is the lesser of these two evils,
since each leads to degraded sound reproduction. However, tests and usage
over many years have shown that a midway condition is entirely satisfactory.
For such an arrangement the Automatic
Audio Gain Control may be located
either ahead of or following the pre emphasis, whichever is the more convenient. If ahead, the amplifier within
the AAGC unit feeding potential to the
rectifier should be "half way" pre -emphasized. If following, the rectifier -amplifier should be de- emphasized "halfway," or about 8 db at 10 kc. This latter
arrangement works out very easily in
most cases through the use of a single
small capacitor shunting the side amplifier or rectifier feed circuit.
To be concluded next month

BALTIMORE GROUP
TO MEET SEPT. 6
The Baltimore Audio Engineering Association will meet on September 6 at 8:00
p.m. in the Academy Room of the Emerson
Hotel. The main feature of the evening will
be a lecture and demonstration by Melvin
C. Sprinkle, sponsored jointly by the Peerless Electrical Products division of Altec
Lansing Corporation and the Wholesale
Radio Parts Co., Baltimore jobbers.

emploitoneat
a
and AVAILABLE
listed here at no
charge to industry or to members of
the Society. For insertion in this column, brief announcements should be in
the hands of the Secretary, Audio Engineering Society, Box F, Oceanside,
N. Y., before the fifth of the month preceding the date of issue.
Audio Technician. Employed in audio
field at present; experienced in development and construction. Enthusiastic, good
troubleshooter and maintenance man;
wide knowledge of serious music. Desire
position in studio, lab, or custom installation firm. Box 801.
Audio, TV Fleld Engineer. 10 yrs
practical experience in maintenance of
professional audio, TV, and radar equipment; design and maintenance custom
home music systems. Member AEB;
Assoc AIEE. Good tech. educ. bkgnd;
exc. references; exp. customer relations;
extremely conscientious. Presently mgr.
TV service lab and field service technician,
electronic organs: Desire field work hi -fl
audio or TV. Prefer Washington, D. C.
area; consider other. Box 701.
POSITIONS OPEN
PERSONNEL may be
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Harvey Radio Company's Audio Torium establishes new approach in
demonstration and sale of audio
equipment.

New, Advanced Sound Department
on the part
of the general public in the field of
audio equipment has established it as
the country's fastest growing hobby. No
longer are high -quality amplifiers, pickups,
tuners, recorders, and speakers limited in
their appeal to professional engineers. Persons in all stations of life have come to
realize that a fine audio system is well
within the realm of both their abilities and
their pocketbooks, and that only through
possession of such a system can they indulge in one of life's more rewarding experiences -fine music reproduced in their
own homes with the verve of the original
live performance.
Yes, audio and the public have arrived,
GREATLY EXPANDED INTEREST

but this is more than can be said about
many jobbers and dealers in sound equipment. True, there is a small number of farsighted dealers who recognize today's growing demand for audio components as but
the forerunner of a business whose volume
will be limited only by the effort expanded
in its development, but it must be painfully
admitted that this group represents a small
minority. Most equipment dealers are still
operating in the horse -and buggy days
those days when a customer who expressed
interest in any item other than a stock model radio receiver was immediately
classed as a ham or an engineer and given
the full treatment that frequently goes with
such distinction- demonstration of audio

-

equipment bailing -wired together in a room
with good solid -plaster walls and concrete
floor, the dealer basking all the while in
the knowledge that the poor bewildered soul
was perfectly capable of allowing for all
these shortcomings in his efforts to evaluate the equipment's performance.
Fortunately, this description of demonstration procedure is more poetry than truth,
but the fact remains that relatively few dealers are equipped to demonstrate and
merchandise audio equipment as it should
ne done. Such a situation reaches the height
of paradox when plotted against the realization that, television excepted, audio
components represent the most rapidly ex[Continued on page 281'

Harvey Sampson, president of Harvey Radio, Company, Inc. explairs features of Magnecord tape recorder to Miss Luci
Turner, Production Manager of Æ. Right, Miss Turner evaluates sound reproduction from Lansing corner speaker.
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studying electromechanical and electro- acoustical
equipment, the ability to reduce the
entire system to a common basis facilitates mathematical analysis. The
common basis lies in the use of dynamical analogies, in which the equations
for each system may be shown to be
mathematically identical. This enables
engineers to draw an electrical schematic
for any mechanical or acoustical system
and solve the equations for the electrical
system which will give the answers for
the original system. These methods often
speed analysis far faster than cut -andtry or physical measurement methods.
It is also possible to build all- electronic
models based on the analogies and
apply input voltages to the system. The
voltages at other points will then give
all the unknown values. This is equivalent to measuring the pressure in an
acoustical system or the force in a
mechanical system to determine the unknowns.
In the early days of radio it was
common to draw analogies between elecIN DESIGNING and
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tronic systems and water pressure systems. The radio art soon outgrew this
method, and today there are few engineers working with audio or radio who
cannot handle electronic circuits with
greater ease than mechanical or acoustical circuits. Therefore it is convenient
to use a method whereby we may determine from the physical system its electrical equivalent.
To this end, Hanle, Firestone, and
Olson have developed different but
equally effective analogies between the
three systems. Without any reflection on
the merits of the other methods, the
analogies derived by Olson will be used
here. The Firestone analogies are discussed in an article on horn loudspeakers
in the January, 1950, issue of AUDIO
ENGINEERING.
Comparisons

To establish the validity of the analogies, it is only necessary to compare a
few equations from electronics and mechanics. The simplest are for the dis IContinrfed on page 46]
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Jensen presets
G-610

T R IAX IAL

NEW loudspeaker which
first time spans the full

(3

for the

frequency range of the ear!
A new, skillfully integrated ccrt6inat_on of
:wo
three independently-driven unite
compression driver and horn ccmbinalions, plus
heavy-duty direct radiator .. . with 3-zhanne_
electrical crossover and control az.twork
achieving the widest frequency rar ge and
finest reproduction ever attait:23!

...

Write for Data Sheets 160 a.:c 1;2 tehich de:cribe toe G-610 and other Genuine Jensen Wide Range Spea/zers.

JENSEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Division of the Muter Company

6633So. Laramie Ave., Chicago 38, POrtsmouth 7-7600
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EDWARD TATNALL CANBY
Professional Recording
CoNT!NUING TILE DISCUSSION of tape re-

cording which ended quite abruptly
in last month's column, the statement
was made that there are two major fields
in which tape machines incorporating improved efficiency of reproduction (at the
lower -than- normal speed [for highest quality] of 71 inches per second which is claimed
by at least one manufacturer-Ampex) may
be expected to operate.
The first of these fields is the professional,
and in this field the new development
poses some extremely interesting questions.
Professional recording is now set up on
what appears to be a fairly rigid basis as
to speeds the 15 -in. speed is standard, the
71 and 30 are secondary standards. Though
equalizations are yet to be made uniform,
and other specifications are only roughly
uniform as to tolerance, the 15 -in. speed has
made such enormous progress that nothing
less than a major change in the tape process
could now change it. Suppose, then, it
proves indeed true that Ampex and /or
others can produce 15 quality at 71? Or
even approximate it? Is this a major
change, and will the standard 15 speed
be affected in the professional industry?
Your guess is equal to mine ; but note some
very pertinent factors.
There is without any doubt much professional recording that could be done, at a
saving of vast amounts of tape, with standards perhaps somewhat lower than the
present 15 quality -recording that falls inbetween the 15 and 7% present categories.
The present 7% response, is generally
limited to around 8000 cps, is simply not
good enough ; whereas the full, wide -range
response of the faster may well give an
"excess" of quality, in relation to tape costs.
If, then, at the slower speed a quality
almost equal to present fast -speed work is
available, the savings in tape might be
worth it in a decidedly large number of
cases. Needless to say, the extent of such
a changeover to the slower speed would
depend upon rather complex relations between tape costs and other costs, since in
many cases the tape footage is actually a
rather minor item of expense in a large
operation. It would be rash to attempt to
prophesy one way or the other. Very pos:

*279 West 4th Street, New York 14, N. Y.
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greater tape efficiency may not
appeal at all to most tape users -but then,
there is always that persistent feeling, to be
heavily reckoned with, that if there is a
more efficient machine, then a less efficient
one will hot do!
There is one more factor, however-the
increased difficulty of editing tape at the
slower speeds. Edited tape today accounts
for a huge footage, in almost every area of
professional tape use, radio, records, and all
the rest. Editing at 15 is not too easy, but at
7% it is decidedly more difficult. Depends,
of course, on the kind of editing you do,
and on the required accuracy. But to remove
a single syllable or an s at the slow speed
is bound to be more tricky than at the fast.
In big business -radio especially -the ease
of editing is of utmost importance, and it
can hardly be imagined that a mere saving
of millions of feet of tape would be an incentive to louse up the vital chopping and
patching function !
Unless Ampex has patents that would
prevent it (and here I have no information
whatsoever), there can be no doubt that
other manufacturers will be forced to make
at least some modification in their present
machines to bring them into line
only
because of the unpleasant look on paper of
a set of specs that seems to offer only half
of another company's offer. I would guess
that in the next few years the narrower gap
width will be made use of to varying degrees in order to improve performance at
7% in., even in those machines which continue to use the 15-7% combination. (The
improvement at 15 would, of course, be less
important or not important at all, since
standards are already high, and other factors
-such as wow and flutter -would be just
as vital.) Barring unforeseen developments,
the narrow gap might seem impractical
in cheap home -style machines because of
cost of manufacture ; its main importance
should be in the higher quality professional
and semi -professional offerings.

Pops

Sibly the

-if

"Hi-fi"

Home Recording

How about non -professional tape recording? Here, it would seem, the new development may be of very great importance, and principally because the presently
announced recorder aims fairly close to
a large potential home market for tape re
[Continued on page 24]
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a number of
letters requesting, in one way or another, that I dwell on the relationship
between .jazz and serious music. One in
particular pointed up my "chamber music"
analogy and called for an extension of the
same. Fortunately, all this coincided with a
reading of a new biography of Jelly Roll
Morton by Alan Lomax ( Mister Jelly Roll ;
Duell, Sloan & Pearce, $3.50). Jelly Roll,
pianist composer of such things as the King
Porter Stomp, Jelly Roll Blues, Alabama
Bound, has been revered as a jazz great
by a small, select elite. The biography will
enlarge the group and will supply one of the
most accurate treatments of the jazz myth.
What is important to us is not so much the
social character of one major jazz musician,
but the specific factors which led to the
emergence of jazz in this country as a
legitimate art form. For supplementary
reading in connection with the ideas of this
column and as a magnificent entré into the
world of jazz, Mister Jelly Roll is highly
recommended.
Some ten years ago, a more or less important jazz critic rendered the opinion that
an analogy might be made between jazz and
the so- called early history of classical
music. He went so far as to maintain that
jazz was an infant art form which might
be compared to the so- called infancy of
classical music as manifested by Rach,
Mozart, and Haydn. This precarious and
highly imaginative conception leaks at the
seams. To begin with, it is the height of
audacity to refer to Bach, Mozart, and
Haydn as primitives. They appear at one
of the most highly sophisticated moments of
musical history and are basically the culmination of the slow, laborious development throughout the middle ages. It is also
ridiculous to refer to jazz, especially in
terms of its development in the 20's and
30's as primitive. It, too, represents an
equally sophisticated emergence out of the
[Continued on page 40]
*960 Park Ave., New York 28, N. Y.
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so in a music repro. . Precisely
ducer. For years AUDAX has been
pointing out that, for a reproducer to be
practical, replaceability of the stylus
home
highly important.
.
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The now famous AUDAX POLYPHASE, which plays 33 1/3 -78-45 rpm records with equal facility
and faithfulness, permits instant replacement, by you, of either or both styli-at will.
FURTHERMORE-It is significant that, thanks to persistent Audax crusading. stylus replaceability has become a MUST with practically every radio manufacturer.
so

-

simple

from a letter
"As an engineer, I admire the highly ingenious and beautifully engineered
AUDAX POLYPHASE instrument I purchased a while ago. Your ads have
been emphasizing the remarkable EAR QUALITY and FAITHFUL reproduction of POLYPHASE. I find that, if anything, your claims are modest
in that respect. But, how about the other highly important features of this
remarkable instrument . . . Y"
We emphasize and place quality first because, without it, all other features, no
matter how good- become meaningless. Thousands of owners, everywhere, are
acclaiming AUDAX POLYPHASE as the cleanest and the finest performing
instrument ever devised.
AT LESS COST THAN ORDINARY MAGNETIC PICK -UPS

One single high quality magnetic
unit and same point pressure for all
discs

-6 -8

Never before such EAR QUALITY
such FAITHFUL reproduction
that is POLYPHASE.

grams.

Sapphire styli (or diamond) replaceable individually, as simply as you
replaced steel needles.

Output about

25

.

.

but...

m.v.

Response 20 to over 10,000 cps.

Needle -talk practically nil

Tracking phenomenal
High or low impedance
Flexible plug -in connectors
Available for GARRARD,
STER and other changers.

.

WEB -

There's an Audaz for every
purse and purpose ...including
Vertical- Lateral models.

ONLY YOU can decide what sounds best and most pleasing to your
ears. Therefore . . . . see it, HEAR it and compare it with any reproducer at any price . . . . then, you be the judge.
The new AUDAX tone -arms have no equal. They do far more than use stay in the groove
(tracking ability). They are engineered to optimum TRACKING EFFICIENCY. A difference
which is highly important to the continued smooth surface and distortionless performance of

your records.

*

Send for

editorial
reprint on

POLYPHASE principles.

AFifthUDAK

500

L -6G Polyphase for Garrard changers

Avenue,

There is no such thing as a permanent point -be it diamond,
sapphire or metal. They all wear with use and will cause serious
damage if continued in use beyond the safety point.

COMPANY
New

York 18, N. Y.

"Creators of Fine Electro- acoustical Apparatus for over 30 years"
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Tape Records?

or assembly

One more speculation. Might not this development in economy change the picture
as to the possibility of commercial pre -recorded tape? Yes-without any doubt at all,
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other factors are favorable.
Rumors of pre- recorded tape "records"
have been floating about now for a long
time, and so far all to no avail. As LP recording has mushroomed, it has been fairly
clear that tape records were becoming for
the moment less and less likely. Too many
unfavorable factors, among them the high
cost of tape itself. Tape records could not
easily compete in any mass market with
discs for other even better reasons however.
Mass tape would have to be in some cartridge or self- threading form, ultra-foolproof, and this in itself is a major obstacle.
Tape is clumsy to use at best, must be rewound somehow, or if twin -track, played all
the way through. Spotting of particular
places, or even of movements or numbers,
is difficult. It would require some very special argument right now to persuade anyone
to buy a tape player and a library of prerecorded tape, except perhaps in a limited,
hi-fi area.
But again, don't underestimate the weight
of the new development right here. If we
can have 9000 cps out of tape at 3¡ in. per
sec., we have an extraordinarily cheap
medium and, moreover, a medium highly
economical of space. Similarly for the wide range 7} in. speed. It is for industry to
figure out the right combination-but, if not
in mass -production "pops" records, then preif

VTVM alone

IMPEDANCE
BRIDGE KIT

corders-machines that will give, as the
small home machines do not, a quality
equivalent to that obtainable in the separate unit phonograph systems now so widely
available.
The new unit is perhaps too expensive for
all but the fanciest "hi-fi" home installations. And yet it is attractive as no other
machine has been. In home tape recording
(and in many types of semi -professional
and educational recording too) the cost of
tape is a major factor. On the other hand,
the problem of tape editing, so vital in professional work, is often non- existent in home
recording and is seldom of great importance.
Thus a machine-Ampex or any other make
-which can offer, in the economical, non _ditable, twin -track form real "high- fidelity"
recording at slow speed is obviously of great
significance. A 1200 -foot reel of tape on this
type of machine will play for a solid hour
at 7 % -in contrast to the fifteen minutes of
hi -fi tape now available on the semi- professional machines. And, for reasonable quality
-plenty good enough for all but the super duper hi -fi fan -the performance at 334,
giving two solid hours of music per 1200 foot reel, with tonal range to 9000 cps, is
fabulous!
It is perhaps no accident, then, that the
new type of recorder is designed on the
double -track basis. The reasoning must be,
we can gather, that the professional field
is not expected to be the direct concern of
the first models, at least, in this new line.
Double track recording emphasizes extreme
economy of tape, but precludes editing. If
the narrow gap construction can be adapted
to a simpler, cheaper machine to sell, perhaps, in the $500 range or lower, the entire
quality home recording field will be re-

volutionized-or, shall we say, opened up;
for at present a few Magnecorders, Prestos,

kit iz
nuol

provided
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SOUND RECORDING

iris
BRAND

REG

U

s

PAT OFF

70e

Made by ORRADIO INDUSTRIES,

Opelika, Alabama, U.S.A.

LIMA as Sailed Spaghetti
AHD

IT WON'T ST/CR

THERE IS A GRADE OF IRISH SOUND RECORDING TAPE FOR EVERY NEED AND PURPOSE.
USE THE BEST GRADE SUITED FOR YOUR REQUIREMENTS!
STOCK
NUMBER

21

1

RPA

DESCRIPTION
GREEN -BAND

LONG LIFE.

plastic base) Sensitive
"SOFTERIZED"

REEL

REEL

2400 ft.
NAB 10'4"

3.50

5.50

11.00

600

ff.

1200 M.

I

211BPA

GREEN -BAND (plastic base) BLACK OXIDE

3.50

5.50

11.00

205RPA

YELLOW-BAND (plastic base) UTILITY- STANDARD
for general purpose, professional use

2.75

4.50

9.00

205RKA YELLOW-BAND (Kraft base)
same as 205RPA

2.25

3.50

7.00

200BKA ORANGE -BAND (Kraft base) BLACK OXIDE

2.25

3.50

7.00

2.25

3.50

7.00

195RKA BROWN -BAND Domestic (Kraft base)
RED OXIDE

1.75

2.50

5.00

195BPA

BLACK -BAND Domestic (plastic base)
BLACK OXIDE

2.25

3.50

7.00

195BKA

BLACK -BAND Domestic (Kraft base)
BLACK OXIDE

1.75

2.50

5.00

195RPA

BROWN -BAND Domestic (plastic base)
RED OXIDE

NOTE: 4,800 ft. lengths of ALL above types may be supplied upon request.

EXPLANATION

OF

NOMENCLATURE -STOCK ITEMS

RPA: Red oxide, plastic base, coating wound inside
BPA: Black oxide, plastic base, coating wound inside
BKA: Black oxide, Kraft base, coating wound inside
RKA: Red oxide, Kraft base, coating wound inside

When it is required that active side of tape be wound outside, specify "B" in place of "A" as suffix,
example: BKB would indicate Black Oxide, Kraft base, wound with active material outside.
MADE IN U. S. A. BY ORRADIO INDUSTRIES, INC., OPELIKA, ALABAMA
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RESEARCH

FEATURES IDEAL REPRODUCTION

TRANSCRIPTION ARMS

NEW DAMPED
108 -B ARM
-33

all records
1
3, 45
and 78 r.p.m. Radically new
suspension development on the viscous damping principle for perfect
tracking of records and elimination of tone arm resonances. Instant
cartridge change with automatic correct stylus pressure. Solves all
transcription problems. Ideal for LP records. For Pickering, new GE
(short), old GE (long) cartridges. Write for bulletin. Price, less cartridges, $56.00 (effective Sept. 1st). Cartridge slides for both GE and
Pickering are furnished.
For

Record Releases

106-SP ARM
Designed to meet strictest
requirements of modern highly compliant pick -up cartridges. 3 cartridge slides
furnished enable GE -mil, 21/2-mil or 3 -mil cartridges or Pickering cartridge to
be slipped into position in a jiffy. No tools or solder! Superb reproduction of
33Va, 45 or 78 r.p.m. records. Low vertical inertia, precisely adjustable stylus
pressure. Write for bulletin. Price, less cartridges, $45.15
1

EQUALIZERS

603

EQUALIZER

Latest of the universally adopted Gray
Equalizers used, with Gray Tone Arms, as
standard professional equipment by broadcast stations. High- frequency characteristics obtainable comprise 5 steps
flat, high roll -off, NAB, good records,
poor records. For both GE and Pickering cartridges. Price, $50.70

-

MODEL

602

EQUALIZER
Has 4 control positions, highly accurate response curves. Price, $49.50

Write for bulletins on Gray Equalizers.

RESEARCH

and Development Co., Inc.
18 Arbor St., Hartford 1, Conn.

Division of The GRAY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Originators of the Gray Telephone Pay Station and the Gray Audograph
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15 in.

Does more need to be said? Only that all
of us should keep our eyes on the modelsto -come next year : We'll see what's what.

MODEL

MODEL

recorded tape is made very greatly more
practicable in some other field, whether it
be the "hi -fi" market, the educational
(audio -visual) field, or what. Keep your
eyes open here.
A final word, more directly upon this department's concern, records of classical
music. Space doesn't allow for details now
of the very significant boom in tape and LP
instantaneous copies -of both records and
broadcasts. Suffice it to say that, mostly on
a "free" basis, many people are copying their
old records, their new records, their friends'
records onto tape; many others are doing
.o for a consideration (laws or no laws),
and there are commercial outfits galore who
will copy any old thing for you any way you
want, as well as all sorts of tape and LP
exchange arrangements springing up. Tapes
made from broadcasts are now sold openly
and even advertised, though this would seem
to raise some highly flammable issues.
At present, as with tape itself, this multiple radio -record tape copying activity divides neatly in two parts : First, the "home
recording" quality material -slow tape
speed, cheap machines, usually played on the
same or, if on LP, on inferior commercial
home machines ; and second, genuine high
fidelity tape work, done usually at 15, often
copied onto high -quality LP records.
As outlined above, the new development
will jump right into the middle of every
phase of this activity, both in the home and
in the production end. Tape savings at 31
in. will be fabulous and libraries of copies
well worth while. At the wide -range 7.1 in.,
the hi -fi enthusiast can copy all he wants,
from the air or from records, without burying the house in floods of expensive tape at

Mozart, Piano Sonata for Four Hands in F,
K. 497; Rondo, K. 511. Minuet in D,
K. 355, Gigue in G, K. 574.
Lukas Foss and Walter Hendl, pianists.
Period LP
SPLP 508

The sonata for four hands, one piano, is
the kind, of music that is not often heard in
concert, because there is hardly a pianist
ill the business who will submit himself or
herself to the indignity of two -on -a -bench
required in such cases! (Of course one
could use two pianos, but the audience would
titter even more.) The music was written
for home use, or private use in any case,
and on records it finds its own perfectly.
This is no small Mozart, but rather a fairly
imposing work and well worth the listening.
The several two-hand pieces on the reverse
(played by Lukas Foss) are important small
Mozart items, very beautifully played, for
my money -better, indeed, than the four hand sonata itself. Recording of the piano
is realistic, though the piano itself isn't too
hot an instrument, evidently. So what-it's
a good sound.
Satie, "Parade" ballet music (1917);
Auric, "Les Matelots" ballet music
(1925)
Houston Symphony, Efrem Kurtz.
Columbia LP:
ML 4305 (10 ")
Dukas, The Sorcerer's Apprentice;
Chabrier, Danse Slave from "Le Roi
Malgré Lui;" Clinka, Russian & Ludmilla Overture.
Paris Conservatory Orch. Enrique Jorda.

London LP:

(10 ")
On two ten -inch LP's here are five enLSP 193
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joyably skillful semi -light works, with excellent recording for hi -fi use. The Satie
"Parade" is the fanciest, with lots of assorted blurps and blats in 1918 style; the
Auric "Sailors" is a smoothly modern ballet
score -sounds like today's. The old familiar
"Sorcerer" takes on new excitement both
musically and technically -ffrr wide range
recording is fabulously successful in this
piece, and the young Spanish conductor,
Jorda, makes it sound fresh and tense. So
also with the other Jorda performances ;
the Danse Slave will remind you of the
familiar " España" Rhapsody, same composer; it's full of fancy percussion effects,
wonderfully recorded.
D'Indy, Symphony on

a

French Mountain

bets " °f l
tioq,cuild
qo

Air; Franck, Symphonic Variations.
Robert Casadesus, piano; (a) N. Y.

Philharmonic, Munch; (b) Phil harmonia Orchestra, Weldon.
Columbia LP:
ML 4298

My personal tastes are agin the kind of
music that D'Indy writes here-same period
as the now familiar St. Saens Symphony
#3 with Organ, but this is more turgid,
thick, complicated, less straightforward.
However, lots of listeners love the piece,
and you'll find it well recorded here. Piano
good but (as usual) a bit percussive,
twangy, in the U. S. style. The reverse,
made in England, has the same pianist-but
a far softer, more natural piano sound
Difference between U. S. and European
piano recording nicely summed up for the
ear, in spite of accompanying orchestra.
The Franck Variations, an old war horse of
the concert hall, is still a lovely piece and
worth ten "Mt. Airs" to my ear. M. Casadesus isn't the warm player that this music
needs, though.

Yes -let's not go hog -wild on adverall, anyone
tising claims
with a dictionary can put a lot of

-after

words togethe' and sound superior.

!

Bach, Sonatas for Flute and Harpsichord.
Fernand Caratge, flute; Marcelle
Charbonnier, harps. Polydor -Vox LP:
PL 6160 (2)

All this advertisement can
accomplish is to get you to try
Soundcraft products.

For those who like real close-up music of
this sort, here's a monumental recording
(seven sonatas, one arranged from a Bach
violin Sonata) that combines hi -fi, excellent
acoustics and presence, with top performance. So realistic is the recording that a
slight hiss or edge to the flute, which at first
seems to be distortion, turns out to be
breath noises! (Some will say, "too close"
find it good in these works which are,
after all, works to be heard at close range.)
Beautiful balance between the instruments
and, for once, a natural, non -tinny harpsichord sound. This is the way the music
sounded when written. Tape originals.

Only by actually using Soundcraft
constantly can you demonstrate,
to your own satisfaction, the
consistently better performance
Soundcraft has to offer the
recording industry.

-I

Schubert, "Unfinished" Symphony
=8 in B minor /.
London Symphony Orchestra, Josef Krips.
London LP:

S

1

209 (10 ")
The "Unfinished" joins the hi-fi parade
for good. This is the third LP of it so far
I haven't heard the other two, but I'm willing to bet that this has the best sound by

-for

superior sound -only you.
-the users of Soundcraft products
are in a position to prove, for
yourself, the ccnsistent top -quality
performance of all Soundcraft
recording media- whether
tape, discs, or styli.
But
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Dear Soundcraft:
Please send your recording media catalog.
Our favorite disc distributor is

far. The ffrr sharp -edged recording with
its clear separation of orchestral details is
marvelous for this symphony -the music is
full of breathtaking little inner melodies,
usually lost in the shuffle both on older records and-alas-in concert too. Here they
come out shimmering. A really fascinating
record for the score studier, not to mention
anyone who has missed this music hi -fi style
so far. A good performance, the slow movement very good; Bruno Walter's on Columbia is probably better and more subtle
by a slight degree, but an older recording.
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Name
Address

REEVES

- "20

REEVES

YEARS WITH SOUND RECORDING

ÇoundC'WLftI CORP.
36th STRUT,

LONG

EXPORT- REEVES EQUIPMENT

CORP.

35 -54

MEDIA."

V

ISLAND CITY 6, N. Y.

I
10

E.

52ND. N.

Y.

22

N. Y.
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just off the presses--
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A world of up -to -date, highly compressed,
essential data for the engineer
in Volume II of the NEW

Pender's

ELECTRICAL

HANDBOOK

ENGINEERS'

Fourth Edition

Editor-in- Chief, HAROLD PENDER,
University of Pennsylvania

Volume

II- COMMUNICATION -ELECTRONICS

with KNOX McILWAIN, Hazeltine Electronics Corporation

II-

COMMUNICATION -ELECTRONICS provides engineers with
valuable information for all phases of their work. Because of the extensive advances in the electronics field in recent years, many portions of the book have been
expanded to include current developments. Most of the illustrations used are new
to the fourth edition.
Standard data, new developments thoroughly covered
Frequency modulation and pulse techniques in both the communication and radar
fields appear in this volume for the first time. Radio aids to navigation are also
included. There is an expert treatment of non-linear electric circuits. Plentiful
information is given on radio antennas, electric wave filters, microwave plumbing,
transformers with iron cores, and single -mesh and coupled circuits. A complete
section is devoted to electromechanical-acoustic devices, including data on loudspeakers and telephone receivers, microphones, magnetic recording and reproducing
of sound, photographic sound recording, and piezoelectric crystals.

Optics, television broadcasting, medical applications included
There are also self -contained sections on optics: physiological, geometric, and electron; sound reproduction systems; a new section on television, including television
broadcasting and receivers. A section on medical applications of electricity includes
such subjects as diathermy and high- frequency surgery, the medical uses of ultraviolet and infrared radiations, high -voltage shock, and x -ray burn.
October 1950
1564 pages plus index
$8.50

Volume

I- ELECTRIC POWER, Fourth

Edition

with WILLIAM A. Del MAR,
Phelps Dodge Copper Products Corporation
Increased by over 400 pages, the fourth edition is the
highly compressed result of 71 experts' work. In addition to the standard coverage, greater attention is
given on the theoretical side to circuit stability and
symmetrical components-and to such materials as
electronic rectifiers, aircraft equipment, heat pumps,
servomechanisms, permanent magnets, plastic insulating materials, and induction and dielectric heating
apparatus.
1949
1716 pages
$8.50

MAIL COUPON

FOR 10 DAY'S

EXAMINATION -FOR ONE

OR BOTH

VOLUMES

ON APPROVAL COUPON

JOHN WILEY & SONS, INC., Dept. AE -950
440 Fourth Ave., New York 16, N. Y.
Please send me, on 10 days' approval,

HANDBOOK:
Vol.
Vol.

a

copy of Fender's ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS'

II- COMMUNICATION- ELECTRONICS

I- ELECTRIC POWER

If I decide to keep the book(s)
the books) postpaid.

0/ $8.50

$8.50

a
I

will remit price plus postage; otherwise

I

will return

Name
Address

City

Zone

State

Employed by

Offer not valid outside

28

U. S.)

[from page 19]
panding phase of the entire electronic equipment industry.
Foremost among prominent dealers to
recognize the importance audio equipment
has achieved as a market factor is New
York's Harvey Radio Company. Emphatic
evidence of this recognition will come this
month with the formal dedication of the
"Audio -Torium Harvey's new Sound department which represents complete departure from the concepts of merchandising
and demonstration which have prevailed in
the industry in the past.
Centrally located in the heart of the
famous Times Square district, the AudioTorium typifies the sound department of the
future -smart and inviting in appearance,
acoustically treated, and thoroughly stocked
with equipment of leading manufacturers.
Design of the new sound room takes
into full consideration the increase in
knowledge of audio equipment by the general public, music lovers in particular. As
a result, no effort has been spared in avoiding the bread -board technique for interconnecting tuners, amplifiers, pickups,
speakers, etc., which, though it makes perfectly good sense to those of us in the
know, is frightening to the layman -music
lover who is thinking in terms of transferring the equipment on demonstration to a
well- appointed living room. All equipment
on display is permanently connected to a
large central control board which affords
fingertip selection of any among thousands
of possible audio component combinations,
and A -B tests of everything from pickups
to speakers.
Some idea of the stress placed on idealism in demonstration facilities may be
gained from a brief description of the type
of wiring used for connecting various components to the central control panel. Freedom from high- frequency attenuation is assured by feeding signal from low -level
pickups and tuners through cathode followers prior to introduction into amplifier
inputs and by using low- capacitance coax type cable for both input and output circuits,
using Cannon Type XL connectors throughout.
Equal emphasis on correctness is evident
in the appearance of the Audio -Torium.
Blonde oak -panelled walls, a decorative,
acoustically -treated ceiling, and indirect
fluorescent lighting are unique, to say the
least, in the field of audio equipment merchandising.
It can be seen from this description how
thoroughly the Harvey organization believes
in the future of audio. Although the Audio Torium represents an investment of thousands of dollars, and for this reason could
hardly be duplicated per se by smaller companies, it can and should be duplicated in
varying degrees of size by dealers throughout the country. Only by according the
audio market the attention it warrants can
equipment dealers adequately serve their
growing lists of customers for amplifiers,
speakers, pickups, tuners, and all the other
items that go to make up a fine music
system.
-H. K. R.

"-

Entirely rewritten, Pender's ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS' HANDBOOK is a
compact collection of practical data, charts and tables prepared by 78 specialists
in all branches of electrical engineering.

Volume

AUDIO -TORIUM

J
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IMAGERY
[from page 14]
emphasized in sound systems intended to
produce the loudest sound regardless of
quality. It also is the range which makes a
large contribution to the intelligibility of
speech in the presence of noise, and hence
is considerably emphasized in military communications systems. In terms of high -quality sound systems, a deficiency in the lower
highs resembles an excess in the lower middles. An excess in the former is first crisp,
becoming bright and brilliant as more bite
is added. A large excess is brassy, metallic,
and shrill, while if the excess is confined
to the upper portion of this range the result
is tinkly.
Many of these terms have arisen from
listening done principally with direct- radiator speakers whose cones vibrate in parts
in this region. This type of vibration results
in a lowering of the effective moving mass
at the voice coil, and an increase in the coil
velocity, leading to axial sound pressure
levels sometimes as much as 8 db above
these from the lower middles. This rise depends on the angular position of the auditor,
and hence the aural judgment of a sound
system must include a complete statement
of listening conditions, especially for the
lower highs and highs.
In the highs, extending from 4000 to
8000 cps, we find that a smooth and not too
steep roll -off sounds soft, and makes surface noise somewhat less objectionable. A
slight excess will be brittle, becoming hard
and finally harsh as the excess is increased.
Toward the upper end of this range normal
amounts of signal, cleanly reproduced, add
a pleasing naturalness.
In the extreme highs no terms are accepted which describe the signal, because
the loudness contribution from the intended
signal is here so often masked by noise
and distortion. Few persons have been
privileged to hear a system completely clean
from original source to the ear of the auditor. For example, tracing distortion in
phonograph records played with other than
a new and perfect stylus makes the extreme
highs practically useless commercially. This
is not to decry attempts to extend the frequency range ; but, as has been emphasized
by many others in the field, reduction of
distortion and noise must come first.
This description of the various ranges
may be summarized in Table III, in which
the upper terms refer to an excess of loudness in the region inKolved. Special terms
are in parentheses.

FOR FIDELITY
No other recorder offers such high f de ity at su:h a low price! Frequency response 5) -15 kc ± 2 db. Signal nois?
ratio: 50 db. Flutter less than 0.3 %.
Meets N.A.B. standards.

FOR FLEXIBILITY

MAGN ECORDER
Professional Tape Recorders Fit
every purpose
every purse!

-

into its really portable coses. Amplifiers
for every purpose -single or multi -channel.

i-

Magnecord sets the pace! New or old,
your Magnecorder can have 3 heads (separate erase, record, and playback heads)
to permit monitoring from the tape. 3
speeds (15 ",
and 3t4"
up to an
hour on a 7" reel) now available on bath
PT6 and PT63 equipment. Magnecorders
are failsafe, sturdy! Features to fit your
every need.

FOR FEATURES

PT6 SERIES
world's most widely
used professional tare
recorder.

-

r

Comparison of Frequency Ranges

The critical auditor will often compare
two sound systems that are alike except for
one component, which is switched for socalled A -B tests. When the proper control
is exercised so it is certain that only one
variable is altered, this is a very effective
means of making a choice based on characteristics which a trained auditor may
select at will. One of these characteristics
is known as balance.
Balance refers to the relative loudness
of two or more frequency ranges, due principally to response -curve shape. It is recog-
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For delayed studio or network broadcasts,
a Magnecorder can be mounted in o rack
or console cabinet. For remotes, slip it
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Write for NEW CATALOG
PT63 SERIES

-record,
3

heads

to erase,

and monitor

PT7 SERIES
complete console

for only

1, Ill.
of Magnecord

360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago

Send me

latest catalog

equipment.

from the tope.

-A

MAGNECORD, Inc. Dept. A9

.CO.

S9
Models for portable or
rock mount also avail-

Name
Company
Address

able. Outstanding features and

flexibility.

City

State
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NOWI

exclusive with TECH LABS

4tha/ "'
ARTIFICIAL REVERBERATION GENERATOR

GIVES HIGH QUALITY REVERBERATION EFFECTS WITHOUT
EXPENSIVE EQUIPMENT

SOUND IS NOT DELAYED AND PLAYED BACK, BUT DIES
AWAY NATURALLY!
THE RATE OF DELAY IS ELECTRONICALLY CONTROLLED
ENTIRE UNIT OCCUPIES ONLY

14" OF PANEL SPACE

PRODUCES AN INFINITE VARIETY OF EFFECTS

bask assembly requires only 14" of panel space (contrasted
with the thousands of cubic feet in an echo chamber). It's inexpensive, for costly rewind and take -up motors with switching accessories and expensive floor and studio space are not required. Yet,
in terms of program use it will provide exactly the effects clients
specify with excellent reverberant qualities in an infinite variety
The

of

uses.

*DEVELOPED BY AUDIO FACILITIES CORP., N. Y.

Manufactured and sold exclusively by Tech Labs.
Patents applied for.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Bridging for 600 -ohm line
O vu
600 ohms /250 s.
Single control operation
0 to 10 sec., continuously variable
Grey wrinkle. Others to order
117 volts 60 cps single phase
120 watts

Input impedance
Input & output level
Output impedance
Controls
Reverberation time
Finish

Power requirements

For Literature & Demonstration Records Write To:
Manufacturers of Precision Electrical Resistance Instruments
P

30

A

L

I

S

A

D
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PARK,

NEW

J E R S E Y

nized by its effects on timbre, on audibility
in the presence of noise, and on response
roughness.
Consider first the primary effects of response-curve shape. By using known instrumental and speech sounds as guides,
an experienced auditor can pick out and
compare regions of excess or deficiency
quite accurately. He can detect slight unbalance as a bump with a complementary
scoop, while greater unbalance appears as
a bulge in one range compared to another

which is light. A region may contain still
more loudness and be full compared to a
very light one. The full region becomes
very heavy when extremely unbalanced.
By concentration on extreme frequencies,
the auditor may detect a slow roll -off, or
a sharp, peaked, cut -off. If the lows and
lower highs are both present to excess, the
system is sway- backed. An abrupt change
in the sound -pressure level from one frequency range to an adjacent one is detected
as shelving. This often occurs in the upper
middle range of direct- radiator speakers, or
with phonograph records made with one
transition frequency and played back on a
system designed for another.
Unbalance in the response curve may
alter program material considerably if it
occurs between the two critical frequency
regions, the lower middles and the lower
highs. Here most of the terms refer to an
excess in the lower highs, and since this is
a failing common to many inexpensive
microphones, pickups, amplifiers, and loudspeakers. For example, musical instruments
may become woody, reedy, brassy, or metallic. Upsetting the unbalance of speech formants may cause rasp, snarl, whang, and
yap. In vocal music, especially baritone selections, another effect known as caw or
crow enters. This appears to be due to difficulties at the lower edge of the lower
highs, or even in upper middles. It is not
as edgy as rasp, but adds an unpleasant
effect of which the word caw is onomatopoetically suggestive (note also rasp, snarl,
whang and yap, all with the vowel a).
With some instrumental music, caw is not
objectionable, but its removal is necessary
for general listening.
It has been mentioned that the intelligibility of speech in the presence of noise is
usually improved by an excess of upper
middles and lower highs. This permits the
desired signal to have greater carry by cutting- through and over -riding the background noise. Used in moderation, this adds
incisiveness to speech ; ordinarily it is sufficient to roll-off the lows at a 6 db- per-octave rate, if the background noise is low.
This is done in motion picture work by use
of a smaller- than -usual interstage coupling
capacitor or by a specially designed "dialogue filter."
If there are large and rapid variations in
response in a relatively narrow frequency
interval, the response is rough. This factor
is one which contributes to listener fatigue,
in which a system that sounds good initially
finally grates on the nerves so that eventually the urge to turn it off becomes overwhelming. An excess of the lower highs
also has a similar effect, and many sound system components labelled as "high fidelity" have become unpopular because of this.
Some auditors state that they prefer a
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Jou'ie invited & . ..Nou'Ìe welcome at. .. Th e"A U D I 0 -To r u m"
i

4rnwunciny HARVEY'S
Complete New Sound Department
FINGERTIP COMPARATOR
More complete and more flexible
than any similar unit ever built,
this control panel permits fingertip selection of literally thousands
of possible audio equipment combinations. All inputs and outputs
terminate here -thus affording instant interconnection of a system
made up of any desired components -and "A-B" tests of everything from pickups to speakers.
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New Concept in the Display and Demonstration
of Fine Audio Equipment
Harvey has done it again!
Never before has there been a Sound Department like the AUDIO Tdrium. It's new from the name up- solidly stocked with the leading
speakers, amplifiers, tuners, tape recorders, disc recorders, record
players etc. -and equipped with demonstration facilities which are
unparalleled in the industry.
Yes, here in the acoustically treated AUDIO-Torium you can hear
sound equipment as it should be heard. Panelled walls conceal thousands of feet of low-capacity coax -type cable- impedances are matched
from pickup to speaker -any item or combination of items can be instantly inteconnected by means of a central control system designed
by one of the country's leading audio engineers. No effort has been
spared to provide ideal listening conditions.
Sound engineers -music lovers- buyers of broadcast and industrial
equipment
the AUDIO -Torium is for YOU. Visit us soon -see for
yourself America's most advanced Sound Department.
A

...

Telephone:

LUxemburg 2-1500

MAIL ORDER BUYERS
The AUDIO- Torium means better facilities
for serving you. too. Our complete stock
insures immediate shipment of anything you
may order- whether it may be a single hard to-find tube or an entire audio system.
If you would like some suggestions on in-

a home sound system in your
own home decorative scheme. ask or write for
our special booklet. Please address Dept. D

corporating
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Congratulations...
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you'll find a complete selection of Lansing Audio
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smooth, clean system of moderate frequency
range to a rough, clean system in which
wide range is obtained at the expense of
roughness; the evidence seems to favor
this view.
It is known that a sharp cut -off or positive slope before cut-off at high frequencies
will lead to a poor transient response in the
region of the resulting peak. This phenomenon is sometimes used in restricted range
sound systems to convey the impression of
a greater range, since the ear hears the
shock-excited transient more often than the
normal signal, which usually has weak components in the highs. In moderation this
practice is not too objectionable in restricted -range systems, but if the response
is also rather erratic at cut -off the results
are definitely undesirable. The program material sounds ragged and spiny, and the
whisker at the main peak can sometimes be
detected. Often a response curve is specified
as required to lie between two limits ; its
smoothness within those limits and its behavior at the extremes is likewise as important, and should also be specified.
The terms of this section are summarized
in Table IV.
Over -all Characteristics

As may have been noticed, the terms

just discussed are becoming more difficult

NOW IN STOCK AT
HARVEY RADIO CO., INC.
103 W. 43rd St. New York

to tie down to specific objective counterparts than were those of the first groups.
In this final group of terms only vague
relations exist between them and the measurable characteristics. However, since overall effects are very important to the listener,

On display at the

new"HARVEY'S"

Harvey Radio Company's new sound sales
room, in mid -town Manhattan, will display
the complete line of Audio Devices products.
As one of the nation's leading distributors of electronic and sound equipment,
Harvey's has always stressed quality in
every product sold. That's one reason why
they have handled our complete line for
more than a decade.

AUDIO DEVICES, INC.
444 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y
See advertisement on inside front cover.

CONGRATULATIONS

New Harvey Sound Salesroom

ÌJIcINTOSH

Wherever 115 line voltage is not available, or hard to get, Carter Frequency
Controlled Converters supply dependable
AC power to make on location recordings
from STORAGE BATTERY POWER.
Used by leading networks, broadcast stations, and program producers.
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HARVEY RADIO CO.
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Handy,

Dependable Power

operates both Brush and Magneeord equipment. Delivers clean 60 cycle AC power. Requires no
altering. Frequency control feature compensates for input voltage variations. Available for 6, 12. 24. 28.
32, 84, and 115v. DC input voltage. Size 81/0
z 5'/8' z 71/2- high.
Weight only 153/o Ibs. Per fonnance guaranteed.
One model

MAIL COUPON for

FREE

CATALOG

New Converter Catalog No. 340 Illustrates entire line
of Carter Rotary Converters for recording. TV, sound
projection, transcription players
etc.
SELECTOR
CHART included fella which model
fits your needs. Mall coupon now

for your ropy and name of nearest
Carter distributor.

SÌCiII
2648 N. Maplewood Ave.

MOTOR C0.
Chicago

Carter Motor Co.

Yes, Harvey, congratulations
only for the fine job you
are doing for the McIntosh Amplifier-but for your efforts to
raise and maintain the standards
of honesty and fair dealing in
the field of audio -equipment

-not

merchandising.
We are delighted to be among
those sharing with you the good
fortune and good business which
are certain to be the natural results of the Audio-Torium.

2648

N. Maplewood Ave.,
Chicago 47, III.
send catalog c341í .01 information on
Frequency Control Conrertt r,, and name of nearest
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on their new
Sound Room Opening
Our best wishes to a top company from
the company that's "tops" in magnetic
recording, producing the famous Sono graph and the new Dual Speed Tape Recorder, the only one of its kind on the
market!
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TABLE IV
Frequency Range Comparison
Class

Balance

Unbalance, balance;
bump, scoop;
bulge, full, light;
swaybacked;
shelving.
Roll -off; sharp,
peaked.
Rasp, snarl, whang,
yap; caw, crow.
Woody, reedy,
brassy, metallic.
Carry, cuts through,
incisive.
Smooth, rough, listener fatigue;
ragged, spitty,
whiskery.

Extremes
Effects on
Program
Intelligibility
Roughness

and these terms are quite useful in describing the performance of a sound system, an
attempt will be made to indicate the sensations and the probable causes involved.
Most of the terms are concerned with
presence, which turns out to be used with at
least three different connotations. First, it
is used to indicate position. In motion picture work presence refers to the lack of
localisation of the reproduced sound, so
that the ear is beguiled into believing that
the sound issues from the location the eye
follows. In general this requires the proper
recording techniques as well as non- directional and properly placed loudspeakers.
Position presence also appears in the mass
of reproduced sound as evinced by the
ability of a trained listener to sense the
spatial position of the choirs of instruments
or voices. For example, by the use of a
general pick -up microphone placed for
proper program liveness` plus close -up
soloist's or "spot" microphones, the microphone outputs may be so combined that on
reproduction the soloist appears to advance

!.

' J. P. Maxfield and W. J. Albersheim,
.

Iroms.

.

Inr.. l'1, pp. 71-79 (1947).

or come forward out of the orchestra, and
stands out above the accompaniment. The
fine line that separates the desired effect
from that of a dead solo with distant orchestra is. all too easily overstepped, however, and requires careful control at the
point of program origin. On the other hand,
with too much liveness the soloist is lost
in the orchestra, or even appears to recede
back into it during some passages. Undoubtedly masking and the ratio of direct
and reverberant sound are among the main
factors in this type of position presence.
A second use of the term presence indicates the degree of intimacy achieved. We
are all familiar with the extreme methods
used by crooners, some of whom crowd a
ribbon microphone so much that the intimacy becomes a rather undesirable familiarity. Restriction of reverberant sound and
emphasizing lower frequencies are seen to
be controlling factors here. Beyond this,
however, it is still possible to increase the
intimacy by subtle changes in the response
and directionality characteristics, producing the effect of the soloist performing personally for the auditor, establishing a feeling of rapport. Some of this is due to the
audibility of fortuitous noises associated
with the soloist such as those of taking
a breath, violin bow scrape at the initiation
of a tone, or key clicks in wind instruments.
As these noises have considerable high frequency components, they are especially
noticeable in a low-distortion, low -noise
system which is thus so clean that the frequency range may be safely extended.
A third type of presence is detail presence, in which an auditor is able to pick out
an individual instrument or soloist, and
more or less easily follow its melodic line
throughout the changing mass of sound.
The sound is then said to be transparent or
transluscent: no acoustic fog veils the ensemble, and each instrument stands out with
clarity. If the sound system unduly emphasizes the lower middles, it will usually not
have detail presence, and will sound opaque
or muddy. It is not always desirable to have
transparent sound: it enables an auditor to
count the instruments in an orchestra, and
some radio show sponsors have been known
to prefer muddy sound for this reason. Also,
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It is with great pleasure that the
David Bogen Co., Inc., offers its
best wishes to Harvey Radio Co.,
Inc. for continued success. Another milestone in the rapid forward progress is achieved with
the completion of this remarkable project.
With pride, the David Bogen
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a program is too transparent, the lower
highs may appear too bright on some program material, and the ensemble effect may

be lost.

ON YOUR NEW SOUND SALESROOM
to attend the grand opening
of Harvey Radio Company's new sound
s:/lesroom at 107 West 43rd St.. New
Be sure

York in September. While there ask
to sec the ADC Type 71F Amplifier
our special 8 -watt unit designed
.

ADC Type 71F Amplifier shown
above is designed for use with an RF
tuner or record player having a high impedance pickup. A plug -in pre -amplifier
The

is available for variable reluctance pickup or microphone.
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for high fidelity music amplification.
You'll find that the ADC Type 71 F
Amplifier is outstanding for its unusual
versatility and wide range frequency
response with low distortion.
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Besides presence, another over -all characteristic is the size and other attributes of
the apparent source. This is influenced by
the liveness` of the program material,
which, when properly adjusted, results in
a broad, non- localizable source from which
the sound floods out. With too much live:
ness the sound appears to come from an
adjacent live room, while too little liveness results in dead, flat reproduction, the
sound seeming to be compressed and to issue from a hole in the wall. If the response
is peaked at the upper portion of the lower
middles, the sound may also have a megaphonic, hollow quality, appearing to come
out of a barrel. Increased liveness can
ameliorate, but not remove this quality entirely. With the proper combination of
liveness, apparent source size and lack of
directionality, some critics have referred to
big and well -focussed tones of great volume (not loudness).
Realistically reproduced sound is natural,
life -like, and pleasing. That is, one cannot
detect a canned music sound, nor does it
fatigue the listener. By the proper choice
and sequence of preparatory program material, it is possible to aid the ear in the illusion of realism. We may define realistically reproduced sound" as that which produces in the listener the same sequence of
psychological states that he would have experienced in the presence of the original
program, if listening under conditions normal for that program. On the other hand,
with perfectly reproduced (engineer's)
sound there is reproduced at the ears of
the auditor the same spatial and temporal
variation of sound pressure as would exist
were the auditor normally in the presence
of the original sound. Thus perfect reproduction does not necessarily imply realistic
reproduction, because the psychological set
of the auditor when listening to reproduced
sound is usually quite different from that
when listening directly. Thus careful control must be exercised over physical factors
affecting distortion, unbalance, response
roughness, presence, directionality and apparent source size. It is a function of the
imagery described in this paper to form a
bridge between the subjective and objective factors, and thus aid in achieving the
desired type of reproduced sound. Note,
however, that if a sound jury is used, and
is making conscious judgments and choices,
the altered psychological set thus introduced
makes them non -typical listeners, and hence
the results of all listening tests are suspect
and must be scrutinized from this point of
view.
Most of our radio and motion picture
listening is for amusement, information, or
background sound (as to relieve loneliness). This type of sound requires only
adequate reproduction, in which the sound
is tailored to be suitable for the intended
use. There may be extreme unbalance between the loudness of music and speech, but
if the sponsor's message gets across this is
desirable from his point of view. Special

Address

City
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V. Salmon, J. Acous. Soc. Am.,
(1949).
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effects (echo chambers, narrow-band filters,
sound effects) may be employed to direct
the listener's emotional pattern along desired channels. Incidental music is especially useful in this regard, for it can change
moods, and is most successful when the
auditor does not notice it. In adequate reproduction the response of the listener, as
revealed by the imagery, is practically the
only means of determining the value of the
expedients employed.
A summary of the general terms just discussed appears in Table V.

NEVER BEFORE
A

.

Continuously Variable -Speed

Turntable of Broadcast Quality

TABLE V
Over -all Characteristics
Class

Terms

Position
Presence

Localization, mass of
sound; advance, come
forward, stand out;
distant, dead, recede,
lost.

Intimacy
Presence
Detail
Presence

Intimate, rapport.

Transparent, trans lucent, clarity; opaque, acoustic fog,
veiling, muddy.
Source
Liveness; broad, volSize
urne, floods out, big
tones,
well- focused
tones; dead and flat,
compressed, from a
hole in the wall, out
of a barrel.
Realism
Presence,
natural,
life -like,
pleasing;
canned music.
Reproduc- Realistic,
perfect,
tion
adequate.

Model CVS -12

Model CVS -12P

PLAYS AT ANY SPEED FROM 25
TO 100 R.P.M. WITHOUT "WOW "!
Features REK- O -KUT'S Exclusive VA RI- C ON DRIVE*
'Patent Pending

Conclusion
The ear may act as a sound level meter,
wave analyzer, integrator, response -curve
indicator, distortion meter, and frequency
meter. Its scale readings are expressed by
a body of imagery which identifies and suggests, more or less successfully, the type
and intensity of the sensations involved. It
is by means of this imagery that a trained
auditor may assess the extent to which the
desired type of reproduction (realistic, perfect, adequate) of sound has been achieved.
The judgments may then often be translated back into engineering language for
alteration of the tangible physical variables.
Many of the terms are tactile and optical
in nature, which may be of interest to embryologists. Others are frankly onomatopoetic.
In compiling these lists, generous use
has been made of expressions employed by
music critics, engineers, and lay listeners.
The discussion has been couched in as positive and definite language as possible so
that disagreements may be equally definite.
Such adverse reactions, as well as suggestions for more correct or more precise definitions and for additional terms, will be
welcomed by the author.
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REK- O -KUT, with a premier position in the quality recording field, now
brings a continuously variable -speed turntable within the reach of everybody.
PARTIAL LIST OF APPLICATIONS
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Disc Jockeys
can regulate timing of transcriptions. etc.
TV -AM -FM Broadcast Stations...for sound effects, rehearsing. etc.

Schools- Teaching...languages, typing, music appreciation.
Dance Studios-Teach Foster ... rhumbas, square dancing, polkas, etc.... rhythms and
steps are more easily taught when tempo is slowed.
Skating Rinks ... slow or increase tempo of dance records.
Musicians- Singers ... play or sing with any recording
u n

- adjust

record speed to your

Record Collectors... play records at best sounding speed.
Gymnasiums ...reduce or increase tempo of exercise records.

SPECIFICATIONS
b. regulated by a simpl. movement of M. lever to
compensate for any fluctuations in lino voltage or frequencies.
Speed Changes ...Continuously Variable. (A)
110V -60 Cycles, Range:
R.P.M. ili1
110V -50 Cycles, Range: 20 to 85 R.P.M.
Turntable
I V' cast aluminum. with hardened and ground shaft.
Motor
constant speed, 4 pole, with cone pulley.
Speeds can

...

...

...

...

... VARI -CON self -seating rim drive.
Noise Level ... -30db maximum below average recording level.
Dimensions ... 16" long. 12^' wide. 1t/2' above chassis. 4" below chassis.
Model CVS -12- Chassis, Motor, and Turntable
net
Model CVS -12P- Mounted in Portable Case with 16" Pickup.
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100

Drive

(

Plays through your radio or TV set)

$84.95

..t $124.95
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the effective stiffness of the system.
The vertical motion due to bounce
cuts a groove of varying width and
depth, and in extreme cases the cutting
tip may leave the disk entirely. Naturally, a grove of varying depth does not
promote good pickup tracking, and, of
course, no groove at all omits some
modulation.

FINE-GROOVE
Ll roru

rage /.1

studies° made years ago to inlpi'

c

.

the

operational characteristics of the recorder. The recording head MI- 11850 -C
was changed from the "vertical" to the
"flat" type, and the pivots about which
it rotates raised. These changes were
made in order to minimize "cutter
bounce," a form of oscillation that occurs at some low frequency, depending
upon the mass of the recording head and

Force Gauge

In order to study cutter bounce, a simple device was constructed to permit
measurement of the force at the tip of
the stylus while cutting a blank groove.
The pole piece and armature of a recording head was rotated 90 deg. from

H. E. Roys, "Force at the stylus tip while
cutting lacquer disc- recording blanks,"
Proc. I.R.F_., November 1947.
°

its normal position. This permitted
movement of the armature in a direction
tangent to the groove, as shown in Fig.
7. The stylus, of course, was mounted so
that the cutting surface remained in its
normal plane. The deflection of the stylus
was measured electrically. A 3000 -cps
field supply was used, and any movement
of the stylus induced a 3000 -cps voltage
in the armature coil which was proportional to the displacement.°
For steady forces or forces which
vary at a very low rate, a direct- current
meter was used to measure the rectified
3000 -cps voltage. For variations at a
higher rate, a galvanometer was used to
indicate the modulation after the 3000cps carrier had been filtered out.
Measurements

B
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Vertical oscillation or bounce was
readily encountered as evidenced by the
results shown in the oscillograms of Fig.
8. Means were then studied for minimizing it.
Since the bounce is an oscillating condition, it can be suppressed by introducing re,i,tance into the mechanical

.
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Oscillograms showing

cutter

bounce and improvement obtained with
an air dashpit.
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"presence' effect. Tube noises, hum and harmonic distortion are at the
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They've been checked and confirmed by leading testing organizations and
by outstanding sound engineers. This is truly a remarkable amplifier for
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system. Figure 8 (A) shows a recording
of the vertical oscillation at 78 r.p.m.,
and Fig. 8 (B) shows how it was reduced by means of an air dashpot. The
dashpot is effective, but suffers a disadvantage when the disk is tilted due
to warpage or turntable wobble.
If enough resistance is used to reduce
the oscillation effectivelg, it may cause
the recording head to act sluggishly on
warped disks and cut a groove of varying depth. Figure 8 (D) shows the
force variation with the dashpot on a
16 -inch lacquer disk which was tilted
0.025 in. to simulate the motion produced when the blank is warped. The
once- around variation in force, due to
the tilt, is plainly evident. It is interesting to note that the average force without the dashpot, Fig. 8 (C), shows almost no variation, thus illustrating the
self-regulating action of the recording
head even with the disk tilted.
Since the dashpot had some disadvantages, an advance ball was tried. Fig ures 9 (A) and (B) show the cutting
forces measured at 331/3 r.p.m. without and with the advance ball, and Figs.
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Fig. 9. Using an advance ball reduces
the amplitude of oscillation, but introduces some irregular variations.
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We manufacture Metal Housings for every purfrom a small receiver to a deluxe broadpose
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9 (C) and (D) show the sanie tests
at a turntable speed of 78 r.p.m. The
galvanometer beam was shifted for each
trace so that its position with respect to
the ordinate FORCE scale is only relative.
The force scale was included to show the
magnitude of the force variations being
measured. The frequency of oscillation is
raised and the amplitude of oscillation
is decreased, but the force now varies
considerably due to the fact that the
self -regulating action of the head has
been sacrificed by using the advance

Because we specialize in the Electronics field, Par -Metal Products
excel in functional streamlined

design, rugged construction,
beautiful finish, and economy.
Remember, Par -Metal
is made by

equipment

electronic specialists,
not just a sheet metal
shop.
i

ball, which holds the stylus at some predetermined depth independent of hardness of the lacquer.
Perhaps the best way to use the advance ball is to adjust it so that it
barely touches the disk, and so that it

PRODUCTS CORPORATION
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-

49th ST., LONG ISLAND CITY

3, N.

Y.

Export Dept.: Rocke International Corp.
13

clears entirely when the recording head
is raised by hard spots but does not dig
in too deeply when cutting softer portions. In this way the self -regulating
action of the cutter is partially retained,
the beneficial action in reducing bounce
is partially retained, and the protection of the stylus tip from damage
(due to dropping or recutting the
same groove) is wholly retained.
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low- frequency variations due to hard
spots or record warpage are not evident. The horizontal force, F, of Fig.
10, at the stylus tip while cutting,
creates a moment M1 about the
pivotal axis which tends to raise the
recorder. Opposing this is the downward moment M, created by the vertical force F5 also acting about the same

The difference between the quality of music
obtainable from the new PFANSTIEHL STRAIN SENSITIVE PICKUP and that from ordinary
is as great as the difference between
FM radio and AM radio reception.

pickups

good

There are good reasons why the PFANSTIEHL
STRAIN- SENSITIVE PICKUP brings out the
brilliance of truly great voices and orchestras
... the latent music on your records that other
methods of reproduction leave untouched.
The PFANSTIEHL STRAIN -SENSITIVE PICKUP is an amplitude transducer with a CONSTANT RESISTANCE of about 250,000 ohms.

Signal output is at a practically CONSTANT
IMPEDANCE level.
Excellent transient response.
NO DISTORTION, phase shift or evidence
of intermodulation apparent.
LINEAR RESPONSE free from peaks or
resonances.

axis. F, is measured with the stylus clear
of the record but with the stylus at the
same height relative to the pivot as
when cutting the groove. During cutting,
equilibrium is attained when the two
moments are equal, and the depth of
cut is regulated by adjusting the vertical force by spring or counter -weight
adjustment. Data taken with a sharp edged cutting stylus show these two
moments to be equal. The product of
the horizontal and vertical forces, F,
and F,, by their effective distances
from the pivotal axis, a and b, resulted in M, = M,, showing that the
record material does not exert a vertical
force on the stylus.
Pivot Location

Experiments indicate that the height
of the pivotal axis above the surface of
the disk is important, and if too low,
oscillation occurs, which results in variations in depth of cut. Figure 11 illustrates the variations (in the width of

ELEMENT (enlarged)
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CHANGE
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the groove experienced with a tilted
disk) as the pivot height was changed.
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for operation of this new pickup. Four styles
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Fig. 11. Groove width variation with

pivot height.

The decrease in the width variation with
increased pivot height is believed to be
due to several practical factors which
perhaps may best be illustrated by the
following example If the pivot point is
only 025 in. above the cutting plane, a
cutting force of 2.4 ounces (for a groove
about 5 mils wide) results in a lifting
moment of of 0.6 inch -ounce. If b, Fig.
10, is 2 inches, the vertical force for
balanced moments is then only 0.3 ounce.
With a recording head having an effective weight of 5 ounces about the pivotal
axis, the frictional force at the pivots
and between mechanical linkages used
for raising and lowering the recorder
may be of the same order of magnitude
as this balancing force. Likewise, the
additional vertical force required for
burnishing when a sapphire is used may
be greater, and so result in a depth reg:
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DEPENDABLE

Fig. 12. Lacquer hardness variation of
a

16 -inch

HIGH Q

MICROPHONES

blank.

by

ulation which is only partially due to

the cutting force at the stylus tip. When
a spring is used for groove-depth adjustment, the design should be such that
small variations in extension of the
spring (due to the rise and fall of the
recorder because of record warpage or
turntable wobble) will not alter the
vertical force appreciably or change the
depth of cut. In the 73 -B design using a
suitable spring and raising the pivot
height to 1 in. increased the vertical
force to 1.2 ounces and greatly improved
the controlling action due to the cutting force. Satisfactory results were then
obtained without the aid of an advance ball or dashpot.

633*
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by
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NOW AVAILABLE ... The famous 639 type adjustable directional
microphone, long recognized as the standard microphone of this type. Unequalled

for many professional uses.

The popular 633 "Saltshaker," still the world's

finest dynamic microphone, famous for its rugged dependability and smooth
response.

These two indispensable mikes are again available for delivery.

Each represents the finest in design, in construction and in performance.

Compare their price

... and

their quality.

Lacquer Hardness Variation

Measurements were made of the variation in lacquer hardness by using an
advance ball with the gauge. In Fig. 12,
(A) shows the cutting -force variation
on the outside of a 16 -inch disk, and
(B) shows the results obtained near the
center of the same disk. Part of the
once-around variation may be due to
warped disks, although every effort was
made to reduce such an error by using a
long arm between the recording head and
its pivot bearings. Any unevenness of
the surface would also cause some variation, for the advance ball could not be
located closer than about 1/8 in. from
the cutting tip. This unevenness probably accounts for some of the difference
noted between the measurements made
on the outside and on the inside of the
disk, for the disk surfaces are noticeably
more wavy near the edge. These variations are not too serious, however, as
good recordings can be made with such
disks. As an example of what extreme
variations may be encountered in disks
of the very inexpensive class, the results
obtained with a paper -base disk are
shown in Fig. 13.
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of primitive ancestry. We can
therefore junk such romantic pish -posh and
try to determine what the relationship
really is and whether it is actually worth
while to attempt to derive one.
If we begin with the simplest of possible
conceptions, we can say with equanimity
and a certain amount of righteousness that
music is noise
pure and simple unadulterated noise, no matter what form is involved. There is an infinite number of ways
of making noise
helter skelter, deliberate, with good intent, with evil intents,
and so on. One particular kind of noise is
called music. It is called music because it
is called music. The rhythmic regularity of
machines in a factory represent noise as
formally organized as the rhythmically regular noise made by a jazz combo and a
symphony orchestra. The distinction between the noise- making machine and the
noise- making orchestra simply involves the
fact that the machine was not created to
make noise as its primary function
. an
orchestra was. Furthermore, the individual
who creates the noise imaginatively gives a
symbolic significance to the noise he is
creating . . . not so the inventor of the
machine.
Therefore, to sum this up so far, music
is noise which is distinguished by the fact
that the noise is the primary object and
that it has been created with a specific purpose or objective which has to do with
listening to the noise itself. Generally
speaking (although more specific details
should be added), any noise which corresponds to the above definition is music.
Jazz is music, classical music is music, pops
are music, etc. But to be more precise.
where is the dividing point between jazz and
classical music?

.
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pLAYS ALL
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A

For the past twenty years, we have been
bombarded by exuberant young men and
equally exuberant old men who maintain
that there is no dividing point. But really
what slicer nonsense. The use of certain so-called jazz harmonies and certain
so-called jazz tempi by Gershwin in large
orchestra works sloes not constitute the creation of a new form. Syncopation is one of
the oldest things in the world and can be
found in the most austere of serious composers. Jazz harmonies and harmonic treat-
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ments can be found in Debussy, in César
Franck and even in Tchaikowsky (although
not as crudely and without the innocuous
melodic line). Such specific jazz treatments
which can be found in Milhaud's Creation
du Monde and the Ravel Piano Concerto
are novelty treatments which hear no rela-
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tion whatsoever to jazz other than a purely
secondary one.
The relationship between jazz and serious
music is purely formal. The use of two and
three part song form, even a modified
sonata form, exists in jazz. Jazz musicians
and serious musicians use the sanie instruments and the same anatomical parts. As
indicated in a previous column, there is a.
close psychological relationship between
jazz and chamber music. But other than
the above, the relationship ends. The basic
quality of jazz is thoroughly different from
and even opposed to that of serious music.
An understanding of and an appreciation
for jazz is dependent upon the recognition
of this one intrinsic point and no amount
of bosh with reference to such cliches as
"folk music," "primitive music form," etc.,
will do as a substitute. It is a total impossibility to record jazz, to reproduce it, or
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simply amplify it without a secure recog:i
tion of this point and the necessary intelligence to develop it.
In jazz, the composer, instrumental;
and listener are one. Any specific jazz pc'
formance or jazz composition can happen
once and only once. As music it is characterized by absolute temporality. It cannot survive in the same form and cannot he repeated. While the same is true of serious
music, it is only a superficial feature. While
it is unlikely That a pianist can play the
same Chopin Prelude the same way twice,
his basic conception remains the same and
the music as scored remains unchanged. The
classical pianist studies the score in terms
of an objective attitude and tries to arrive
at an interpretation which corresponds both
to the intrinsic factors in the music and hiconception of them as seen, as it were, fn.,
a detached objective point of view. At leas:
this is what he should do. The jazz musi
cian is, basically, the music that he is playing. The particular way he feels, the particular sounds that appeal at a certain
moment, the tempi, etc. The conventionalities of Dixieland being what they are today
notwithstanding, this is the case in any true
jazz situation. The music is strictly off the
cuff and revolves around a consistent and
unchanging rhythmic base.
The jazz listener is involved in a diametrically opposed situation. \Vhere the
jazz musician is all individual, the jazz
listener is not individual at all. He attempts
as much as possible to project himself into
the situation of the musician. Whereas the
serious musician is as thoroughly objective
as possible, the serious music listener is all
individual, attempting to become subjectively infused with the music he hears. The
serious music listener is the musician and
composer combined
he reads into the
music and the performance the requirements
of his own personality. The jazz listener is
merely the shadow of the jazz instrumentalist, attempting to make the jazz ego his
own. He delights in the exquisite variations,
cooked up on the spur of the moments by
the jazz man, and reacts with apathy to the
bad nights
as does the musician himself.
Here is the crucial distinction between
the two forms
a distinction which has
nothing whatsoever to do with primitive,
sophisticated, formal, informal, and so on.
To continue with relationships and differences would he a waste of time. More is
unnecessary. The natural extension of this
is a consideration of what this means with
reference to the audio engineer in all his
chameleonesque forms :
1. To allow for jazz participation, recordings have to be infinitely live, wide
open, wide rame, acoustically correct for
the jazz situation, and allowing for a maximum of presence. This is clearly an extension of the ego participation theory.
2. The reproducing equipment should be
able to project in a technically adequa,
manner (no more, because adequacy is in
finitely more realistic than the grandio
expressions of 50,000 cps down to .0113
with an acoustical arrangement pattern,
after the requirements of the room and III,
feasibility of a poly- acoustical projection.
The same requirements are, of course.
basic to adequate chamber music recording
and reproduction. This sloes not involve the
implication that the music is of the same
character. The psychological conditions are
similar as detailed earlier
no more
. no less.
Jazz is essentially a participation experience of an emotional nature. It can be a
source of satisfactory aesthetic experience.
It all depends on you.
I see that I have no more space, so record
releases will be continued next month.
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Equipment

FOR SALE: Weston Model 801, 15 -0 -15 microammeter $20: Model 301, -10-0- +6 db meter

$7; Lansing Model 15H, 15^ ext range electrodynamic speaker, $25; field supply for same, $10;
the combination $30. Meissner All -Wave superhet,
band expanding 3 -pos IF trans, inf. imp. detector, $35. ADC transformers: 1 -214H; $6.50;
1.214J, $10; 1 -314C, $12.50; 2 -415E, $9 ea; 1 spI
pwr trans, $20; the lot, $60. All merchandise exceptional condition, priced f.o.b. New York. Box
CS-1, AUDIO ENGINEERING.

AMPLIFIER, ADC Model 45B, PP2A3's, 10

watt +1 db 50 to 10,000 cps, 20 -db bass and
17-db treble boost, plus extra ADC line bridging
input trans; list $182.50, all for $50, or three
transformers and reactor only for $40. Also Meisaner Model 9.1091 AM -FM tuner, $100. Details on
request. Box CS-2, AUDIO ENGINEERING.

FOR SALE OR SWAP: Newcomb KX -30
p.a. amplifier, three mike inputs, bass boost and
attenuation, treble boost and attenuation, 20 to
20,000 cps within 1 db. Interested in Presto or
Rek -O -Kut turntable and Gray or similar arm.
Box CS-3, AUDIO ENGINEERING.
FOR SALE : Fairchild professional recorder
and amplifier, originally $1250 ; guaranteed
excellent condition, $600. Raytheon model RR-311
three-channel mixer and program amplifier
with separate power supply for auxiliary control use, originally $382. Now $290. National
Academy of Broadcasting, 3338 16th St, N.W.,
Washington 10, D. C.
FOR SALE : Browning AM -FM tuner ; HIFI
HF720 20 -w ampi ; Webster -Chicago
Altec Lansing 15" spkr ; Electronicchanger;
shop 15 -w ampi ; Lear wire recorder withWork10 -e
ampi ; Magnecord tape recording
All in excellent condition, suitable mechanism.
for custom
installations. For more details, write Henry
Marcbell, 90 Henshaw Ave., Springfield, N. J.
Records

FOR SALE: Victor albums M -935, Swarthout,
$2.50; DM -740 Brahms - Horowitz, $4.50; M -358,
Gershwin, $1.50; DM -1224, Handel, $2; AM509, Rimsky- Korsakov, $4.50; Decca Si-r EDA16, Dukas, $2.25. All in fine condition, used
with diamond stylus. F.O.B. New York, only
Box
CS -4, AUDIO ENGINEERING.
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value specified by the manufacturer. Too
much pressure may affect speed and
cause over -heating of the drive -motor ;
too little pressure will cause slipping and
erratic speed. The rubber-faced pressure
idler should be inspected for glazing or
any out-of -round condition. Cleaning
with alcohol is recommended for the
idler facing, as well as for pther parts
contacted by the tape.
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The Magnetic Brake System

In the majority of machines used in
broadcasting, the supply reel and the
take-up reel are actuated by their own
motors. The supply motor field (and in
some instances, when in reverse, the
take-up motor field), when the machine
is recording or reproducing a tape, is
hooked up to exert a pressure opposite
to the direction of tape -travel. The e.m.f.
necessary to produce just enough pressure is controllable and should be adjusted so that the tape is held flat against
the heads at all times during the normal
operations of recording or playing back.
Once a machine has been thus adjusted,
simple reading of the voltage at the
motor terminals should be sufficient as a
maintenance check. Note that if this adjustment is not correct the tape will
be too taut or too slack. Tautness will
cause the tape to curl toward the coated
side, thus making for poor recording ;
obviously, a slack tape will not contact
the heads properly, resulting also in poor
recording.
Early recording machines designed in
Germany coincident with the Magnetophon utilized a mechanical brake on
the supply motor both for tape tautness
and for rapid braking. The modern tape
recorder utilizes a mechanical braking
system similar to that on an automobile,
except that it is actuated by solenoids.
These brakes should be so adjusted that
there will be no tendency for tape either
to break or to spill.
On forward or rewind high speeds
(five to ten times the normal speed)
the tape may wind unevenly on its platter or "throw loops." This condition may
be due to unevenly cut tape, to eccentricities of tape manufacture, or, most
commonly, to a too-high speed. The normal cure is to adjust the rewind and
fast -forward speeds downward by reducing voltage at the motor fields. Where it
is desirable to keep the fast speed, a
cover -plate for one -sided reels should be
utilized to insure against spilling the
tape.
Present day power supplies for professional and semi -professional tape recorders are well -designed and trouble
free. Ordinary care should ensure long

Custom -Built Equipment

1121 Vermont

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Ave., Washington 5, D. C.

STerling 3626

Consultation

Design

Fabrication

Audio Facilities Corporation
133

West 14th Street,

New York

HERMAN

11, N. Y.

LEWIS

GORDON

Registered Patent Attorney
Patent Investigations and Opinions
Warner Building
Washington 4. D. C.

100 Normandy Drive
Silver Spring, Md.

National

Shepherd 2433

22497

RICHARD H. DORF
AUDIO CONSULTANT
Sound Systems
Product Design

Recording Installations
Technical Literature

255 W. 84th Street

New York 24, N. Y.

Phone

Schuyler 4 -1928

AUDIO ENGINEERING SCHOOL
Practical engineering training In Audio fundamentals.
Disc. Film. Magnetic Recording. and Audio frequency
measurements.

Studio training simulates Broadcast. Motion Pictures,
Television, and Commercial Recording work.
Approved for Veterane

Hollywood Sound Institute, Inc.

1040 -A North Kenmore, Hollywood 27, Calif.
Specify If Veteran er Non -Veteran
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life. It would be well to check voltage -

regulator tubes and to replace them periodically. They have been known to produce peculiar audio oscillations and flutters. Test all tubes regularly and make
sure ventilation is sufficient for the temperature of the room.
The high- frequency oscillator (60 -100
kc and over in professional type recorders) is generally a modified Hartley circuit. Its main function is to generate a
perfect sine wave. The output of the oscillator may be taken directly to the
erase and record heads in the case of
semi -professional recorders. However,
in most instances the oscillator in broadcast equipment is followed by r.f. amplifiers. It is axiomatic that the more complete the erasure the better the recording will be. There are two points to check
periodically in the oscillator system.
First, make sure that its output does not
contain distortion. Second, see that the
output measures up to specifications in
wattage delivered. Most machines now
incorporate a meter for reading bias and
erase current, or if not it can easily be
obtained. The manufacturer of the equipment will provide instructions for adding this useful feature.
Note that the bias current mixes with
the audio current at the record head
or in the transformer feeding the record
head. It should not be allowed to get into
the audio system at any other point:

Se«datío.ea14 Was(
ADDITION TO

THE

WORLD- FAMOUS TWIN -TRAX TAPE RECORDER SERIES

Professional MAGNEMASTER* Ccfnsólette

s

Only the Magnemastcr offers ALL these Features!
Simultaneous monitoring off tape while

recording (optional)!

Two -speed two -direction operation!
50 to 15,000 cycles at 15 in. per sec.
in. per sec.
50 to 10,000 cycles at 7
Dynamic range guaranteed better than
50 db I
Single or dual track recording without

I

changing heads!

in span of your two hands

MAGNEMASTER*
Features

Include:

-

Model fí15

Available direct from factory at

$395

Price covers complete instrument, ready to
record and play. Low impedance inputs and

input mixing facilities optionally available.

7(e %Xa9Neogaatet* Consolette has opened

All operating controls with-

Other

MAGNEMASTER*

a new
chapter in the history of magnetic tape recording. Here at
last is a professional tape recorder in the popular price
field that outperforms instruments in the $1000 price class.
Once you have seen and heard the MAGNEMATIC Con solette, you'll agree it's the finest -sounding, easiest- operating
recorder available, the instrument that's years ahead of its
time, and by all standards tops as a tape recorder value!
?es Veiee *wile Over 20,000 Twin -Trax mechanisms
now being successfully used guarantees its engineering
perfection and top -notch performance at ALL times.

-

Guaranteed lifetime head alignment
Separate heads for erase, record and monitor
Shuttle speed
Choice of two 2 -speed models (IS and lr/, inch; or 7r/t and 3% inch)
No overshoot or tape
in both directions
Synchronized brakes for instantaneous stop
at 1S in. per sec.; ± 0.1% at
0.05
Flutter
spillage during play or shuttle
Gentle non -slip non- pinching
Lifetime self -adjusting spring clutches
PA in. per sec.
drive system Positive 100% erasure Plays recordings made on all single-track recorders.

It

MORE POPULAR THAN EVER!

Famous Twin-Trax Table and
Portable tape recorders. Bestsellers in semi -professional
class. Fully described in catalog.

/

Write today for literature to

Twin -Trax Division

AMPLIFIER CORP. of AMERICA
398- 4 Broadway, New York 13, N.Y.
Trod.

Mark Rey.

Bias Current Adjustment

Bias current should be adjusted only
when equipment is available to check its
level and the effect on the recorded tape.
Generally, in the present day highly equalized recorder, the bias current setting is a compromise. An increase in
bias will improve low- frequency response but cause the high end to drop
because of excessive erasure. If, again,
the bias is left too low, the low frequencies will distort excessively. (See Part
II on "Recording. ") When measuring
equipment (noise and distortion test set
or signal generator and oscilloscope) is
not available, the approximate bias level
may be found in the following way :
Record a low-frequency signal (100250 cps) at the correct level to the input. Increase the bias until the tape output reads maximum level. Beyond this
point there is a choice. If better lows
are desired, the bias may be increased
still further, but the dynamic range will
be compressed by so doing.
The record and playback amplifiers,
generally built in separate units, are not
extraordinary in design or construction and do not require any extended
treatment. The chief troubles to guard
against are r.f. interference and tube
noise. Radio -frequency noise may be
trapped out at the input to the playback
amplifier. Tube noise and residual hum

AUDIO ENGINEERING

Engineers who "talk
pick PEERLESS

test"...

The transformer proved

definitely superior in
the competitive...
SQUARE WAVE TEST

Claims and counterclaims of quality are easy to make ... but to the engineer, tests really talk. And indisputable evidence of Peerless Transformer
superiority is found in the Square Wave Test ... which reveals the slightest
flaw in design and performance. Tests conducted by impartial engineers
prove Peerless components have better power characteristics, flatter
response curves, less intermodulation distortion and lower insertion losses.
Send for the complete Peerless Catalog... giving full details on transformers
that are really "best by test."

PEERLESS Electrical Products
1161 N. VINE ST.,

Division

HOLLYWOOD 31, CALIF.

161 SIXTH AVE., NEW YORK

13, NEW YORK
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ote
HEADQUARTERS

Aete

FOR

AIRTONE HEADQUARTERS FOR
MAGNECORD

Air -Tone offers Magnecord re-

cording equipment for all those
who desire the ultimate in Magnetic recording. Easy operating,
Magnecord provides unusually high
fidelity. great flexibility in use,
outstanding realism in tone.

IN

STOCK

NOW!

McIntosh Amplifiers

Highest quality, efficiency. Full dynamic
range. Frequency range-20 to 20,000
plus or minus .2db; 10 to 200,000 plus
or minus 2db. Lowest phase shift dis tortion, lowest noise level.
50 W -1 for less than 1% distortion
Continuous single frequency
rating
50 watts RMS -Peak 100
$249.50 nef
20 W -2 for less than 1% distortion
Continuous single frequency
rating
20 watts RMS- Peak 40
$149.50 net

PT6 -IA Recorder G Amplifier
Portable rig for professional, superb
reproduction of all types of program material. 10 -Watts output.
Highest Quality, Greatest Value.
$499.50

....

.

otor,10146

-

SOUND & RECORDING COMPANY
1527 CHESTNUT ST., PHILA. 2, PA.

RI. 6 -8388

The BRIDGER model 100
Using a cire,.
and cable of advanced design, the BRIDGER
makes it possible to measure the characteristics of high -impedance electronic circuits without affecting the performance by the addition of either the capacitance or the loading
effect of the measuring instruments, and without introducing hum into the circuits being measured.
INPUT IMPEDANCE: Approximately 100 megohms in
parallel with 6 mmf at end of three -foot cable.
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: 200 ohms, one side grounded.
VOLTAGE RATIO: Output /input voltage =.99, or -0.1 db
up to limit of undistorted output.
NOISE: 60 microvolts when fed by a high -impedance cir-

cuit.

Price $72.50

INTERMODULATION

SET for
Distortion Testing &Analysis at low cost
WITH MODEL 162, you can measure and analyze the performance of an amplifier or a complete system at a glance.
Significant distortion is shown much more clearly by the
intermodulation method than by trying to see directly the
distortion of a single frequency wave on an oscilloscope screen.
Use your own audio oscillator and oscilloscope with MODEL
162 to identify equipment faults. For the first time phonograph pickup distortion can be tested at low cost with an
intermodulation record.
Curves and pictures in instruction book tell how to adjust an
amplifier for best performance quickly by using the screen
images as a guide. Using special screen supplied with unit,
you can read per cent of IM directly on the oscilloscope image.
Experience shows that an amplifier adjusted for low IM will
also have low harmonic distortion, but the reverse is not true.
Low harmonic distortion does not assure low IM.

Price $88.50
Meet us at the AUDIO FAIR, Oct. 26, 27, 28

INRUM
ST

COMPANY

133 WEST 14th STREET NEW YORK
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should be at least below the level of the
tape noise in a well -designed professional machine (at least 55 db below
maximum output).
The magnetic heads are the most carefully designed parts of the recorder.
They require careful use and maintenance to remain in good working order.
Do not run tape at high speed in contact with the heads, because the tape
then acts as an abrasive and wears the
pole pieces. Heads that are constructed
like the one shown in Fig. 3 may then

(left). Type of core assembly
liable to damage from tape abrasion.
Fig. 4 (right). Core design not injured
by abrasion.
Fig. 3

need to be replaced. Others, like that of
Fig. 4, will not be damaged appreciably,
but may only require re- alignment.
The head gaps should always be kept
in alignment, perpendicular to the tape
travel. Any mis- alignment between the
record and play heads results in losses,
especially at the higher frequencies (see
Fig. 5, showing exaggerated mis- alignment). All professional recorders incorporate some means of alignment in the
head mounting, and the machines should
be checked periodically to make certain
it is correct. In order to make alignment checks, an audio osillator, a test
tape with several high- frequency cuts,
and an output VU meter are required.
The playback head should be aligned
for greatest response at the top frequency. Then a new recording on fresh
tape should be made at the same frequency from the oscillator output. The
playback output level of this new recording should equal that of the test tape. If
it is not equal, the record head should be
re- aligned. While making these tests, be
certain that the same type of tape is used

throughout.
The heads should be kept absolutely
clean. They should be cleaned with a
lint -free cloth moistened in alcohol every
half -hour of use. A coating of dust or oil,
even the residue that may be left after
recording with a "lubricated" tape, may
result in a muddy recording, lacking in
highs.
A considerable increase in tape noise
may occasionally be noticed which cannot be traced to improperly erased tape,
uneven bias -current wave-shape, or a
noisy record amplifier. The most likely
.cause of the noise is a magnetized head,
which leaves a d.c. noise -signal on the
tape. The instruction book will probably
designate the correct procedure for demagnetizing the heads. One good method

AUDIO ENGINEERING
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is to record and playback tone

.

at any
frequency (the lower the better), increasing slowly to about four times normal level, holding it there a few seconds,
then decreasing slowly to zero. When demagnetizing by this method do not exceed the wattage rating of the heads.
Another method is to use a 115 -volt a.c.
demagnetizer, now available, which requires only a few seconds to neutralize
the core structures thoroughly. It is wise
to disconnect the heads from their respective amplifiers if an external demagnetizer is used.
The ability of magnetic tape to capture
and keep a signal depends upon its physical and magnetic properties. Almost any
tape manufactured today will deliver
good quality reproduction. Research in
tape coatings and plastic processing results in better products every year. However, it is important to adjust the bias
for the tape used, and to observe care in
the handling of the tape. It should be
stored in dust -free cabinets where it is
not subjected to any stray magnetic
fields. A normal room temperature of
70° F. and a low humidity will ensure
its long life.
The problems of maintaining tape
recording equipment in the field are
similar to those found in studio operations in most respects. The outstanding
problem of the recording engineer travelling with his equipment is that of obtaining a satisfactory a.c. supply. The most
commonly used supply is a motor generator set driven by storage batteries and
regulated manually to 60 cps. How to
care for such equipment is known by
most broadcast engineers and will not
be touched upon here. Magnetization of
heads by lightning is naturally much
more common in the field than in studio
operations, and it is good routine to
check before playing in order not to
ruin a valuable recording. (An ordinary
compass may be a valuable device in
this operation.) Altogether, maintaining equipment away from the studio requires more ingenuity and experience of
the engineer. Unique problems arising
from unusual conditions may require
unorthodox methods of maintenance, but
whatever the conditions, the engineer
with the "know -how" of tape recording
will do a creditable job.

NEW! BELL Custom HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER
with complete Remote Control
Expressly Designed For Music Lovers .
For Any Type Built -In Or Custom lob
.

.

-in

For extra value -without extra cost
custom audio systems, install this unique,
new Bell High Fidelity Amplifier. Its remote controls, in attractive unit for table
or console mounting, are amazingly selective. Single selector for phono -AM, FM
radio (or TV), all domestic and foreign
records, 78, 45 and 33 1/3 rpm. Smooth,
continuously variable bass and treble with

boost and cut. Amplifier applies 100%
negative feedback; reproduces sound at all
levels naturally clear and life -like. Amplifier and remote control unit can be widely
separated without impairing performance
(5 to 25 ft. apart with 0.1 db loss at 20
kc). All inputs
phono,
mike, 2 radio
-connect directly to main amplifier.

-3

1

Extremely wide power pass band
.2% total distortion at 10 watts
All triode 22 watts maximum
Compensated volume control

WRITE FOR DETAILS

BELL SOUND SYSTEMS, INC.
559 MARION
ROAD, COLUMBUS 7, OHIO
Export Office: 4900 EUCLID AVENUE, CLEVELAND 3, OHIO

You

Are Invited to Attend the Second Annual

AUDIO
p

nsored

FII

by the

AUDIO engineering society
THE EVENT
of utmost interest and importance
to Broadcast Engineers, Recordists,
Sound -on -Film Men, Public Address
Operators, Audio Hobbyists, Dealers and Distributors, and lovers of
high -quality music reproduction

SEE and

HEAR

industry-wide displays and demonstrations of the latest and best
audio equipment, components, and
accessories

UNDER ONE ROOF

REGISTRATION FREE

Hotel New Yorker, New York City, October 26 -27- 28,1950
ANNUAL CONVENTION BANQUET
Thursday Evening, October 26, 7: 30 p.m.

Fig.

5.

Exaggerated

tape -head

mis-

alignment.
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For further information, write
Fair Manager, Room 920, 342 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
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sipation of heat by a resistance. In the
electronic case
e

r= :
s

and from mechanics we get that for
rectilinear motion
f
r=-

for rotational motion we get
It?
r=B

SPECIFICATIONS

MODEL 71
OF

MANUFACTURERS
Generators
Standard Signal
PuISt Generators
Generators
gn
Generators
SauareFM Wave

Voltmeters
Vacuum Tube
Noise L
UHF Radio
Strength Meters
Capacity Bridges
Megohm Meters
Indicators
Phase Sequence
FM Test
Television and
Equipment

N T

FREQUENCY RANGE: 5 to 100,000 cycles.
WAVE SHAPE: Rise time less than 0.2 microseconds

r=7.7

with negligible overshoot.
OUTPUT VOLTAGE: Step attenuator giving 75, 50, 25.
15, 10, 5 peak volts fixed and 0 to 2.5 volts continu-

In the above equations the symbols are
defined as follows:
r = resistance, in all systems, in
ohms absolute
fit = mechanical force, dynes
fR= torque, dyne- centimeters
0= angular velocity, radians per
second
p= pressure, dynes per cm2
U= volume current, cm3 per
second
tt, y or r = velocity, cm per second.
Again it is possible to find comparative equations for moment of inertia, the
flywheel effect, and for the energy stored
in a capacitance or spring. The analogies between mass, inductance and inertance may be expressed by the following equations:
dU
du
dB
di

ously variable.
SYNCHRONIZING OUTPUT: 25 volts peak.
R. F. MODULATOR: 5 volts maximum carrier input.
Translation gain is approximately unity- Output impedance is 600 ohms.
POWER SUPPLY: 117 volts, 50 -60 cycles.
DIMENSIONS: 7" high x 15" wide x 71/2" deep, overall.

Sial

I

Western Electric
E R

and finally in the acoustical case we may
write

M O D
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AT

I
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M
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FOR DISTORTION MEASUREMENT OF AUDIO FRE-

QUENCY EQUIPMENT
Westrex Corporation offers at a new
low price the Western Electric Inter modulation Measuring Set which consists of two units -the signal generator
and the intermodulation analyzer. Tests
made by this equipment are accepted as
one of the standards for many audio
frequency equipments.
Intermodulation measurement provides
a means, not otherwise available, for determining distortion characteristics which
affect listening quality and accurately
and directly measures the percentage of
intermodulation, or amplitude modulation of the two applied signal frequencies.
Output power of + 23 dbm drives recording modulators or power amplifiers
directly without the necessity of inserting an additional amplifier between the
intermodulation set and the unit under

test. No additional intermodulation will
be introduced except that produced in
the device under test.

fu= 1st :e= Ldt;far= titdt;

=Mdt

where I is the moment of inertia
Signal Generator

is the acceleration
is defined as

;

;

dt

and M, the inertance,

M.-

in which m is the

=

mass and S is the cross -sectional area
over which the driving pressure acts to
drive the mass in cm2.
The equations for capacitance or compliance in the analogous cases are
g
x
e =C; fir =cam; fR

Intermodulation Analyser

is
The distortion phase meter is a feature which immediately indicates whether distortion
occurring on the positive or negative half of the cycle of the incoming signal. This meter
of
data.
form
this
to
interpret
oscilloscope
cathode
ray
a
eliminates the necessity for
There are two band -pass filters of 2000 cps and 7000 cps to eliminate misleading data

due to system noise.
A special meter directly calibrated in per cent intermodulation is incoporated in the
analyzer unit.
Immediately available at a new low price which includes carrying cases.

Write today for descriptive literature giving specifications and
details as to how this equipment will enable you to do a better job.

e./rex E 'arpuivl/iiin

FORMERLY WESTERN ELECTRIC EXPORT CORP.
111 Eighth Avenue. New York 11, N. Y.
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p

In the last equations

X

B

=cR;
CA

p

V

-CA
and X =

pC2

volume displacement, cm3.
If the three simple systems shown at
(A) in Fig. 1 are drawn schematically
in their own systems they will be as
shown in (B). However, the electrical
analogy for each of them is that shown
for the R, L, and C. Further proof of
this may be obtained from the differential equations for the three cases
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shown at (C) . It may be seen that the
form for the three equations is the same.
The equations for the resonant frequency for each case is shown at (D).

NEW ARMS

WITH THE "SLIDE -IN"
CARTRIDGE HOLDER
USES ANY TYPE

z
4
tac
cg

4

u

Never before such fine quality professional arms
to use any cartridge of your choice.
Slotted is you need only slide the cartridge Into
the arm. A twist of the thumb screw secures
cartridge In place. No soldering. Maintains positive electrical contact. Spring loaded plunger. Quick acting weight and height adjustment for all turntable conditions gives accurate balance and proper
needle force. Clarkstan arms are best for LP Miensgroove and standard discs. Model 2136 plays up to

12"
to

records. Model 2126
17 ". See your jobber

#1734A.

plays transcriptions up
or write for Bulletin

WIDE RANCE RV PICKUP
Clarkstan RV wide rang variable reluctance cartridge for best reproduction of LP Microgroove and
standard records. Has Interchangeable and replaceable needle. Frequency response to above 12,000
cps. Needle force 5 -7 prams for LP Microgroove, as
low as 10 grams for standard records. Output 60
millivolts. High Impedance
50, 250 and 500
ohm models available. ' " mounting centers. Sep plied with sapphire stylus. See jobber or write for

z

4

F
cg

J

u

In using dynamical analogies to study
electro- acoustical systems, it is necessary
to deal with all three systems -electrical,
mechanical and acoustical. However, to
handle the mathematics with ease, it is
simpler to use only one pair of systems,
the electro- mechanical. It is possible to
use mass, compliance, and mechanical
resistance which may be derived from
the acoustical system. Where necessary
the motional electrical impedance may be
determined from the mechanical equation for the acoustical system, and then
the electrical properties of the system
determined.
The motional electrical impedance is
the impedance of the electrical system
due to the motion of the mechanical system. In an electrodynamic system the
motional impedance is
ZE3l

-5,

Bulletin #141-4A.

1
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ELECTRONICS DIVISION 2A
I C O
B O U L E V A R D

LOS ANGELES

f
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Electro- acoustical Systems

CARTRIDGE

designed

An Audio Amplifier
that brings into
your home

-

(Bi)2

where zu is the total mechanical impedance of the mechanical circuit.
The example below shows the necescity of analyzing the problem carefully

MeSt
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The

Also availafrk:
Yodel r2Á1 -to watts.

BROOK

All Triode High Quality

AUDIO AMPLIFIER
The full volume of a symphony in your
home with all its brilliance.. or reduced
to a whisper.. still keeping its natural tone.
Extreme low volume without loss of quality.
Reduction of listening fatigue.
Distortion and intermodulation at a new low.
Separate controls stepped for bass and treble.
Write Today for FREE Booklet.BETTER LISTENING'
Technical Bulletin and detailed Distortion Analysis.

BROOK ELECTRONICS,

64, CALIFORNIA

V

Dept.AI -0.34 DeHart

HIGH "O"

Place, Elizabeth,

Inc.
N.J.

DECADE -INDUCTORS

(CitC(111(1 1C
f\ T
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M

1

1
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C

Model

"just like
being there"

SÍ401

%onitoring from tope while recording Loss
thon 0.1 % flutter 50 to 12,500 cycles ± 2
db Full 50 db signal fo noise ratio High
speed forward and reverse 2500 feet in
60 secsInsfonfaneous choice of 7.5" or 15"
tape speeds Handles 5 ", 7" and 101/2"
reels (66 minutes) Alf controls interlocked
to prevent spilling or tearing tape Write
for Bulletin #101.

-

-

MODEL #101
Mechanism one
electrical chassis ready for console
installation.

Manufactured h.
M

$29

Fig. 2. The holes in this telephone
mouthpiece have air resistance and
mass which must be included in the
design of the handset microphone.
so that no element is neglected. Such
things as the inertance and resistance of

narrow slits or microphone grilles (see,
for example, Fig. 2) must always be
included until their magnitude has been
determined. Other examples of this are
the ports in loudspeakers baffles and
the pores in sound absorbing materials.
(To be continued)
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E- Inductor units are in-

dispensable for design and experimentation work on audio filters.
The units are available in four ranges up
to 10 henries. Units may be used individually or all four may be connected in
series to obtain 1.1 henries in
millihenry steps.
Toroid coils are used to obtain high "Q ",
stability and low pickup from external
fields. Inductance accuracy is 2 %.
The units are economically priced to
bring them within the reach of all audio
1

00

USER'S NET COST

HYCOR DE

1

1

experimenters. Send for Bulletin D.

Hotel New Yorker

THE HYCOR COMPANY

New York City

NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
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ADVERTISING
INDEX

20 W -2

Amplifier

$149.50

Equalizer PreAmp

AE -2

$74.50

Ihartríbge

Belden Radio Wire
Bell Sound Systems, Inc.
Bell Telephone Laboratories

Berlant

ilirlutos

Engineering Laboratory, Inc.
Silver Spring, Md.
910 King St.
Prices Subject to Change Without Notice.

to the `WILLIA:IISON'

Specification
This range of 20 watt push -pull
output transformers is intended for use to
equipment reproducing the full audio frequency
range with the lowest distortion. The design
and measured performance Is exactly u specified by Williamson in the "Wireless World"
August 1949 (see also Audio Engineering
November 1949). The transformer is available
in a varied range (separate models suitable
for KT88, 807 tubes, etc.) Performance ascomprehensive testing procedure apunit. Close limits set on shunt
50 cps., series reactance at 5
d.c. resistances and interwinding insulation resistances at 2 K.V.
This is the best possible transformer of its type (weight 14
lbs.) Our new technical data
sheet is available and will be
rushed to you by airmail upon
application. The price of the
potted model is
519.50
post free to your door. [mined'.
sured by
plied to
reactance
Kc /sec..

10
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Co.

Carter Motor Co.

$249.50
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Our new amplifier and pre- amplifier recentl,
announced are going to cost you very little con ,idering their superlative performance. At the
time of writing this copy we think we shall he
able to supply the pre -amplifier with independent non -distorting bass and treble control, and
which can be used remote from the main amplifier, for about $23.00 and the 20 watt high -fidelity amplifier, with overall feedback and flat response from 30 to 30.000 cps, for about $102.1)1

Jensen Manufacturing Co.
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Lansing, James B., Sound, Inc.
C. J. Lebel
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Added to this it seems likely that our new
lightweight pickup for both standard and microgroove records will work out at about $111.1ßi
including sapphires.
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These items used with the 215 speaker at
$40.00 will give you record reproduction quite
exceptionally outstanding, and if you have a
motor you can now reckon that the very last
word in phonographs can be yours for a total
cost of around $175.00, and less if you are a
member of a Speakeasy.

dollar bill today for "New Notes in
Radio ", a regular mailing of data sheets and
details of the Speakeasy marketing scheme. All
names on our mailing list will receive full details and data sheets on the new products without the need for writing to us.
Send

a

H. A. HARTLEY Co. Ltd.,
152 Hammersmith Road,
London W.6, England.
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is superior to all other reproduction methods and "AMPEXED TAPE"
has the greatest fidelity and range now possible. Simplified operation plus sure results make
AMPEX unexcelled for all critical recording uses.
Dual tape speeds with automatic speed and equalization change is but one of many exclusive AMPEX
features.
for

Tape recording
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Center, on black background,
are the eight standard sizes of
Arnold Tape -Wound Toroids.
Around them are a number of
other cores of special nature
produced for individual needs.

ARNOLD
APPLICATIONS
MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS
PULSE TRANSFORMERS

NON -LINEAR RETARD COIS
and TRANSFCRMERS
PEAKING STRIPS, and mcny other
specialized applicatior s.

RANGE OF SEZES
Arnold Tape -Wound Toroids are
available in eight sizes of standard cores -all furnished encased
in molded nylon contair ers, and
ranging in size from ', 2' to 2','2"
I.D.,

'á"

'/2" high.

to

TTOROIDALD

CORES

of DELTAMAX
4-79 MO-PERMALLOY
SUPERMALLOY*
In addition to the standard toroids described at left, Arnold
Tape -Wound Cores are available in special sizes manufactured to meet your requirements -toroidal, rectangular or
square. Toroidal cores are supplied in protective cases.
.Manufactured undrr iicenrng arrangement, with U'e,ten Ele:tric
Company.

3" O.D., and '/r" to

RANGE OF TYPES
These standard core sizes are
available in each of the three

magnetic materials named, made
from either .004", .002 "or.001"
tape, as required.

w4D

31113

THE ARNOLD ENGINEERING COMPANY
SUBSIDIARY OF ALLEGHENY LUDLUM STEEL CORPORATION

General Office & Plant: Marengo, Illinois
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World War
tents
as tote crges s p
ll. Present UTC procucion is on a similar basis. Illustrated below cre a
few cf the thousand military types in U1C 1950 production
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